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Love where you live
THERE IS no place like home. It keeps you safe from the ills of the world. But can we have too much of a good
thing? While we are all feeling the walls close in under COVID-19 Lockdown, we can take a moment to reflect
on how fortunate we are to have our five-kilometre radius centred around our beautiful Birrarung. Warrandyte’s
nature photographers have been exploring their 5kms and have come up with a selection of images that reflect
all that we love about our “Corona-bubble”. Check out their beautiful images on Pages 14-15.
Photo: SUE RODWELL
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“Everywhere is walking distance if you
have the time” — Steven Wright
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OVER THE HILLS

By JOCK MACNEISH

OVER
THEthings
HILLSchange...
The
more
The Diary has looked into the news
archives to see what was happening
a century ago.

WARRANDYTE TOPICS
Box Hill Reporter
Friday, September 10, 1920
Page 5
(From Our Correspondent)
PROGRESS ASSOCIATION.
The 6 th mo nthly me et ing o f the
Warrandyte Progress Association was
held in the Mechanics’ on 28th ult., Mr A.
J. B. Aird in the chair.
Correspondence was received from the
Postal department stating that the mails
would be delivered in accordance with
the request of the Association.
Cr. J. B. Sutherland, the newly elected
councillor of Doncaster shire, was
congratulated on his election, and wished
every success in his new appointment.
He responded briefly, and said he hoped
to deserve the honor (sic) conferred on
him in electing him as their representative
in the council.

By JOCK MACNEISH

A letter was received from the Shire of
Doncaster, informing the association
regarding the metalling between the
bridge and the hall that it was not intended
that labor (sic) should be given gratis, but
from motives of economy in time only.
Cr. Sutherland considered that more
inducement should be offered to men for
road work, as 9/ a day would not bring
men for pick and shovel work, and 12/ per
day was a fair rate.
The matter was left in his hands to deal
with.
Being the original mover in the sanitation
scheme, Cr. Sutherland wanted it brought
to finality at an early date.
It was very urgent and living practically
on the river he was aware that the
arrangements were not in touch even with
the most primitive rules of civilisation.
Practices were in vogue that were a
menace to the health of the place, and
something would have to be done at once.
All the houses in the village had not an
area of one acre.
The secretary (Mr. S. Metcher) thought a
petition to the people would be the best
step to take.
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OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local
newsletter. Although it has developed over the years, it has retained
its strong community character, being produced mostly by volunteers
with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
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independent voice. The Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards
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Mr. J. Cook moved that every house
be canvassed to ascertain whether the
occupiers approved of a sanitary service.
The chairman considered that the Eltham
shire should take its share of responsibility
on the south side of the Yarra.
The motion was carried, and Eltham
council is also to be written to on the
matter.

More
ways
to stay
informed

TENNIS COURT
Complaints were made of the state
of the tennis court, and the view was
expressed that the association should
take it over and keep it in order, but other
members considered the finances were
not favorable (sic) to the venture.
Mr. Sutherland insisted on obtaining
control, as there had been five months of
neglect and disuse, being proof positive
of incompetency of management of the
ground in question.
It was decided to defer action till the
meeting of the Tennis club.
News reports courtesy of the National
Library of Australia’s Trove service.
Photo courtesy State Library Victoria

WARRANDYTE

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8,000) is situated on the Yarra
River, some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked
hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became
the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established
its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river
valley. Around 1900, the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were
joined by a number of young painters who were founding the Australian
nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural
beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte has
been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression
of that spirit.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The Warrandyte Diary acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the lands
where Warrandyte now stands, the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation,
and pays respect to their Elders — past, present and emerging — and
acknowledges the important role Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people continue to play within our community.

Subscribe to our mailing list for your midmonth WD Bulletin straight to your inbox or
pick up a copy from across Manningham
and Nillumbik.
See website for details.
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NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published Monday, October 5, 2020.
Advertising and editorial copy closes Friday, September 25, 2020.
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Lions Park upgrade works continue
By DAVID HOGG
WORK ON the development at
Warrandyte’s Lions Park is proceeding
at a great rate, and Manningham
Council are keeping us informed on
progress.
Even in these difficult times there
is frenetic landscaping and building
activity and we can start to see the
eventual plan taking place.
Progress and plan changes
Manningham Council’s arborists
have been closely monitoring the soil
conditions of Lions Park during the
design phase and since works started
on Stage 1 of the upgrade.
A change in soil conditions has been
identified after two native trees were
uprooted in December last year.
To protect one of the largest trees in
the park, a 70 plus-year-old eucalyptus
regnans (Stringy Bark) tree, for the
safety of park users and to ensure the
park retains as much of its natural
habitat as possible, there have been
some changes to the Lions Park
masterplan.
The location of the barbecue will
move approximately 20 metres east
to a new picnic space, away from
the significant tree and the existing

shelter will be removed.
The new shelter proposed as part of
Stage 2 of the masterplan will be made
larger to accommodate a picnic table.
Council advises that consideration
will also be given to the possible
reuse of any materials from the
existing shelter, although they had
earlier confirmed the intention was to
reuse the surround bricks, which are
engraved with the names of donors
to the original bicentennial project.
At the completion of stages one
and two, there will be a total of six
barbecue plates and two new picnic
shelters for the park.
Stag e 1 is anticipate d to b e
completed in November 2020.
The plan for Stage 2, including a
play space upgrade and new picnic
area will be released later this year for
community feedback.
Naming of Lions Park
Lions Club have alerted the Diary
to whispers that council might be
considering renaming the park with
an Indigenous name.
The Lions are adamant that the Lions
name be retained to acknowledge
the vital work that this service club
performs in the community, respect
the many years that the club has

looked after this amenity, and
recognise that the club is continuing
to support the area by financing the
new exercise equipment.
The Diary spoke with Council
regarding the rumoured name
change.
Niall Sheehy, Acting Director
City Planning and Community at
Manningham Council responded:
“For many years, local communities
have affectionately referred to the
area west of the Warrandyte Bridge
along the Warrandyte River Reserve,
as Lions Park.
“We understand the community
connection to this area and any
process to formally rename the
area would include community
consultation, consideration and
feedback from local residents.”
Dog-on-leash area
At the August 25 Ordinary Council
Meeting, a petition entitled Save
Warrandyte off-leash dog walk was
presented to council, signed by
640 petitioners, requesting that the
current off-leash rules be retained.
Council moved to receive the
petition and forward same to the
appropriate officers for consideration.

By SANDI MILLER
AT ITS AUGUST meeting, Manningham
Council approved changes to the
locations of Neighbourhood Safer
Places — Bushfire Place of Last Resort
(NSP-BPLR) in Warrandyte, Park
Orchards and Wonga Park.
The new designated areas will be:
• Dudley Road Reserve, Wonga Park
• Domeney Reserve Pavilion
Veranda; Park Orchards, and
• Goldfields Plaza Shopping Centre,
Warrandyte
CIL AGENDA
The changes from the existing sites
are required due to impacts of the roll
out of the NBN.
The Council Officer’s Report tabled
at the meeting said the existing and
current technology to gain access to
the current indoor NSP-BPLR sites has
become unreliable.
“With the current arrangements,

there is a reliance on Victoria Police
to answer the phone to grant access.
“The future uncertainty of the
telephony infrastructure creates a
single point of failure, placing a risk to
the community in reaching safety in
the event of bushfire.”
Cr Andrew Conlon explained as
he spoke for the report, that with
the change in communications
infrastructure “doors cannot be opened
remotely if people require access in a
bushfire emergency”.
Cr Conlon was keen to make it clear
that, while Neighbourhood Safer
Places may provide some protection
from direct flame and radiant heat
from a fire, they do not guarantee safety
or survival.
“So hopefully people will understand
that, and they actually try and get out,
and get out early, and stick to their
fire plans.

She expressed Council’s thanks to the
“But it is important we have these
identified and it is good we have done Goldfields Plaza shop owners.
the work necessary to be able to make
The Council Officer’s Report outlined
these outdoor spaces comply with the some confusion in the community
relevant specifications.”
regarding the difference between an
The sites replace the existing Emergency Relief Centre (ERC) and a
NSPs at Warrandyte Senior Citizens NSP-BPLR.
Club, Warrandyte Reserve Pavilion,
Domeney Recreation Centre, and “NSP-BPLR is a place of last resort
when all other bushfire plans have
Wonga Park Primary School.
T h e c h a n g e s a r e d u e t o b e failed.
implemented before the coming fire It may provide some protection
season, however there is still some from direct flame and radiant heat
from a fire but does not guarantee
work to some of the areas of Goldfields
25 AUGUST 2020
Plaza to make it compliant, which safety or survival.
council will undertake in the coming An ERC is a centre that Council
may open during an emergency to
weeks.
Cr Sophy Galbally said while Dudley provide the impacted community
Road Reserve and Domeney Reserve emergency shelter, food,
are council owned facilities, Goldfields, water, animal provisions and
as it is under a body corporate and information.
required permission from 75 per cent These centres are staffed and
emergency services and support
of the owners.

1.2

Carpark overkill
Your say
Dear Diary
Alas our park is getting the Doncaster
treatment.
Concrete edging between the parking
bays are taking up extra spaces and
will spoil the aesthetics, as well as
being a hazard for frontal vehicle
damage.
Our planners are intent on changing

our rural feel landscape.
One questions the need for a
wheelchair ramp, when all chair
users would arrive by car, a path
could easily be made entering from
bridge car park and a chair gradient
path under the bridge up to the
grounds would save thousands in
construction cost of planned ramp.
Denis Robertshaw
Warrandyte Lions Club member
Warrandyte

New Neighbourhood Safer Places for Manningham
organisations are often in
attendance”.
The report stated that CFA, Victoria
Police and the Municipal Fire
Management Planning Committee
(MFMPC) support Council’s decision
to relocate to open spaces.
Once all three sites are deemed
compliant and signage is in place the
sites will be officially designated.
The installation of signage, vegetation
management and community
communications will be completed
prior to the start of the 2020/21 Fire
Danger Period for Manningham.
Cr Michelle Klienert said: “Anything
that will provide a safer place for our
community to access in fire season,
if the worst happens, is a good thing,
especially in Warrandyte where access
out is often difficult.
“Let’s hope we never have to use it”.

Nillumbik Shire Councillor
Bruce Ranken resigns

Proposed NSP at Goldfields Plaza

Image courtesy Manningham Council/CFA

NILLUMBIK Shire Council has
released a statement announcing
the resignation of Bruce Ranken from
Council effective immediately.
Cr Ranken was elected to Council in
October 2016, as the representative
for Swipers Gully Ward, and in that
time he has served as Deputy Mayor
(2018–19) and as chair on a number
of Council committees.
Most recently, he has Chaired the
Finance and Governance Committee
and been a member of the Audit and
Risk Committee.
Council CEO Carl Cowie thanked
Cr Ranken for his service.
“On behalf of Councillors and
Council staff, I would like to thank
Cr Ranken for his work, representing
Swipers Gully Ward constituents

Industrial, Commercial, Domestic

Attachment 3

DAMIEN NOTT

0438 537 773

Call Damien for a quote on 0438 537 773, 9844 2287

Page 270
DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable
service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

as well as the broader Nillumbik
community and also for his support
of the work of Council officers over
the course this term.
“I wish him and his family all the
very best in future endeavours,” Mr
Cowie said.
Council’s statement confirms that
the functions of Council, including
all scheduled Council meetings,
will remain unchanged and proceed
as normal until the onset of the
Caretaker period on September 22,
which will remain in place through
to council general elections on
October 24.
The Diary approached Mr Ranken
for comment, but he has not taken
up the opportunity.
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“The people coughing,
the people gasping for
air - it was terrifying.”
Sam was admitted to the COVID ward, struggling to breathe, to the sound
of others around him coughing and gasping for air. One by one, he watched
patients get taken into negative pressure rooms, sealed off by multiple doors,
with no support network.
As a healthcare worker who’s now recovering at home, Sam’s hope is that in
this fight against coronavirus, we all understand that we are the front line.
We all have a part to play by staying home to help stop the spread of the
virus. If you have symptoms - please get tested. Payments of $450 are
available to help you stay home and wait for your test result.

To learn more of Sam’s story go to
vic.gov.au/CORONAVIRUS
Authorised and published by the Victorian Government, 1 Treasury Place, Melbourne
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The road out is long, stay the course
By JAMES POYNER

additional 12 months but this prompted
fierce opposition from the Liberal Party,
with both the Leader of the Opposition,
Michael O’Brien and Party Leader, Peter
Walsh stating they would oppose and
vote against any attempt to extend the
state of emergency another 12 months.
“This is the act of a Premier whose
power has gone to his head.
“We will stand with Victorians whose
rights and freedoms are threatened by
this extraordinary power grab,” said
Mr O’Brien.
Mr Walsh called the proposed action
draconian.
“The State of Emergency hands
enormous power to the Premier and a
small number of unelected officials with
very little oversight and accountability.
“There’s a reason it’s strictly limited
to a maximum of six months – because
no government should be able to write
itself a blank cheque for extraordinary
powers over Victorians’ lives and
livelihoods,” Mr Walsh said.
With Labor holding majority in the
Lower House, the real battle for this
amendment to The Act was fought in
the Upper House, where Labor needed
to win support from cross-benchers for
it to pass.
On Monday, September 1,
amendments to the Public Health
and Wellbeing Act 2008, debated
as the Public Health and Wellbeing
Amendment (State of Emergency
Extension and Other Matters) Bill 2020
was eventually passed in the Upper
House without amendments.
The Bill allows for an extension of
the Victorian State of Emergency for
an additional six months — but only
in relation to a COVID-19 emergency
and has lowered the threshold in which
the CHO can authorise enforcement of
directions, changing the trigger from
“necessary” to “reasonably necessary”.
This should make it simpler for CHO
Directives to be enforced more quickly
during any future COVID-19 outbreaks.
Following the passing of the Bill in the
Upper House, Health Minister, Jenny
Makikos took to Twitter to publically
thank the crossbenchers who tipped
the vote in favour of the amendments,
which scraped through the Upper
House at 20 votes to 19.
“Thankyou to all Government
MPs & to @AndyMeddickMP
@FionaPattenMLC & @
SamanthaRatnam who put public

O N S U N D A Y, S e p t e m b e r 6 ,
Punxsutawney Dan emerged from
his burrow in Parliament House and,
upon seeing his shadow, announced
the numbers were still too high and
Melburnians would have two more
weeks of Lockdown, but at least there
is a plan, a roadmap to an end to
Groundhog Day, and towards COVID
Normal.
For the record, I am penning this
latest update on day 35 of Stage 4
Lockdown.
It has not been easy and I think you
would struggle to find anyone who can
genuinely say the opposite.
The new cases are steadily coming
down with the seven-day average, as of
Sunday, September 6, in the mid-80s.
As if living under curfew and with
limited legal reasons to venture beyond
the perimeter of your property wasn’t
difficult enough, the severe storm
that blew across Melbourne and the
South East on Thursday, August 27
caused a critical failure at Silvan Water
Treatment Plant, releasing untreated
water into the water supply.
Yarra Valley Water released a boiled
water notification on Friday morning,
advising those living in affected suburbs
to boil all drinking and food preparation
water before use, as a precaution.
The storm also felled trees and
powerlines with some households still
without power the following Monday.
With certainty, I can say that at four
weeks into Stage 4 restrictions, the
added challenge of no power and no
potable water was an additional test of
Melburnians’ resolve.
Emergency legislation
The Lower House sat for the first time
in three months at the beginning of
September as Premier, Daniel Andrews
sought to pass legislation to allow him
to extend the State of Emergency for a
further six months.
Under the Public Health and Wellbeing
Act 2008, the State of Emergency can be
enforced for a maximum of four weeks
at a time, at the end of those four weeks
it can be extended, but by a maximum
of four more weeks.
Under the act, the State of Emergency
can only be in continuous enforcement
for a maximum of six months.
Originally, Premier Andrews sought
to extend the State of Emergency for an

When should I call VICSES
during a flood or storm?
The demand on Victoria State Emergency Service (VICSES) volunteers during
severe weather is huge. A large volume of calls mean that jobs need to be
prioritised. Use this quick self-assessment guide to know when to call VICSES.

?

YES

Is anyone’s life in danger?

NO

?

Call Triple Zero (000)

Call VICSES on

Are you seeking
emergency help in a
flood or storm because:

YES

 A tree has fallen and caused
structural damage to your
home or vehicle?

132 500
 Your request for
assistance will be
logged by our 24/7
call centre.
 A local volunteer may
then contact you for
further details.

 There is damage to your roof
or it is leaking significantly?
 A tree or large branch has
fallen and is preventing you
from entering or leaving your
home?
 Your property is flooded or
about to flood?

NO

VICSES is an emergency services agency and may
undertake emergency temporary repairs if required.
For minor leaks, superficial damage, removal
of debris and cutting down of trees that are
still standing, please contact a professional
tradesperson.

Depending on your
situation you should:

!

 Contact your insurer to make
a claim or arrange permanent
repairs.
 Contact a professional
tradesperson to repair
damage or remove debris, if
required.

To find out how to prepare for severe weather visit:

ROADMAP TO RECOVERY: FIVE STEP PLAN
STEP 1
September 14

STEP 2
September 28

Stage 4 continues

30–50
new daily cases

• Curfew 9pm–5am
• Singles & single
parent social
bubbles
• Exercise 2 hours
per day
• Exercise activities
expanded to add
social interaction
• Playgrounds
opened

• 5 people from a
maximum of 2
households can
meet outdoors
• Childcare open
• Outdoor exercise
with a personal
trainer allowed
• Phased return of
some workforces
and education

STEP 3
October 26

STEP 4
November 23

5
new daily cases

0
new daily cases

• 5 people from a
maximum of 2
households can
meet outdoors
• Childcare open
• Outdoor exercise
with a personal
trainer allowed
• Phased return of
some workforces
and education

• Increased
numbers for
gatherings and
hospitality.

STEP 5
COVID Normal
• No restrictions
for gatherings,
visitors, hospitality
or sport.

source:
vic.gov.auusing
as at information
September 6,
2020
*Table compiled
from
Victorian Government website (vic.gov.au). New daily cases based on the
14 dayabove
average.
Table
a guide
forsee
metropolitan
offers
scenario
and
will
us at COVIDMelbourne.
Normal by Roadmap
very long
withbest-case
many sectors
which
are
health
politics
&should
voted be used aswhich
subject
to change based
on Coronavirus
case numbers.
Christmas.
toisallow
a declaration
of a State
currently closed, remaining closed until
H o w e v e r, t h i s r o a d m a p h a s at least Step 3 of the roadmap which,
of Emergency to continue for
checkpoints which must be met before optimistically, is October 26.
another six months if necessary to
we can begin the next phase out of the
protect Victorians from #COVID19
For parents of children at the
second wave.
#springst”
beginning and end of their education
Regional Victoria is on a different journey, a return to face-to-face
The Bill was then debated in the
Lower House on September 3–4 and trajectory towards COVID Normal, the learning is imminent, with Prep, 1,
restrictions outlined below apply to 2 and VCE students returning to the
eventually passed, 33 to 23.
classroom from October 12.
The Bill has now passed both houses those living in metro Melbourne.
For the moment, following a 14-day
Those students sitting General
and awaits Royal Assent.
Once The Bill becomes Law, the average which has new cases averaging Achievement Tests and other essential
ame ndme nt to t h e He al t h a n d at 100 per day, the numbers are still assessments will be able to sit those, in
Wellbeing Act 2003 will be repealed too high — so Stage 4 restrictions have a school setting from October 5.
one calendar year after it becomes law. been extended for an additional two
More broadly speaking, the roadmap
Amendments to the Victoria Police weeks, to at least September 28, with as it currently stands will see curfew
Act 2013 are also being debated in the some slight modifications which come and the 5km bubble in effect until
Parliament, as part of the Police and into effect at midnight on Sunday, the conditions are met to enter the
Emergency Legislation Amendment September 13.
Third Step, which may not be until late
Exercise will be extended to two hours
Bill 2020.
October.
The proposed changes extend the per day, and can be split into two oneThe timeline for the five steps to
hour
blocks,
and
has
been
expanded
reach of Protective Services Officers
COVID Normal is another 10 weeks of
to
include
social
interactions
such
as
(PSO) in relation to enforcement
staged easing of restrictions and while
of public orders by expanding the going to the beach, having a picnic, we could outline, in full, the roadmap
definition of “designated places” as et cetera.
Social interactions outside will be in this story, Victorians need to tread
well as including an amendment to
expanded
to two people or an entire carefully to ensure our efforts keep
Clause 37b the Police Act which will
driving down numbers and moving us
household.
allow deployment of PSOs in an area
The nightly curfew will also be towards COVID Normal.
declared a State of Emergency or State
With the excepted easing outlined
modified and will be in effect between
of Disaster.
above, the Stage 4 restrictions we are all
9pm
and
5am.
The Second Reading of The Bill is
Single parents and those living on used to are still in place until the end of
scheduled to continue on September 17.
their own can also nominate one September and masks will continue to
The road out
person to visit them, at their home, be mandatory.
A lot can happen between now and
On Sunday, September 6, the Premier during this extended lockdown.
laid out the roadmap to take us to
On September 28, if the 14-day September 28, the Diary will have
COVID Normal.
average is between 30 and 50 active more information on the second stage
Following a preamble from the cases per day in metro Melbourne there of reopening in the September WD
Premier which indicated the news was will be further easing of restrictions and Bulletin and in October’s Warrandyte
not going to be good.
some businesses will be able to reopen. Diary and on the Warrandyte Diary
Mr Andrews outlined a roadmap
For businesses, the road out is very, website and social media channels.
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Memoirs of a local councillor
council elections
By SOPHY GALBALLY
WHEN I WAS first elected as
Councillor in the Mullum Mullum
ward, I felt proud and full of
gratitude for the many people in the
community who trusted me as their
representative and advocate.
I remember that first day in the
council chambers, my name plate,
the officialdom, the other eight
councillors, all with big personalities.
I asked myself “How did I get here?”
I had a Talking Heads song recycling
in my head!
It was not long before my head was
full of facts and figures.
Newly appointed councillors are
thrown into many strategic briefing
sessions to help us get up to speed
about what council does and how
it does it.
That includes how decisions are
made about how much to spend on
roads, rubbish, open spaces, sport
and activity centres.
At first, the cynic in me saw it
as indoctrination by the “system”,
with fellow councillors posturing to
portray themselves as all-knowing.
I was determined to not become a
part of the machine, and to stay true
to those who elected me.
I noticed early that council had a
distinct city vs country mentality in
its approach to just about everything.
I am not referring only to trees!
There was a strong push for curb
and channel and drainage schemes
which did not entertain alternative
options.
Business as usual was the motto.
Readers of the Diary will most
likely be aware of the magnitude of

the battle for Melbourne Hill Road
(MHR).
If it were not for the residents’
strong opposition to the drainage
scheme (a seven-year fight), this
area of Warrandyte would look like
a suburban estate with no character
and no mature trees.
My advocacy for MHR was my
longest running battle.
The final result is also due to the
efforts and collective knowledge of
the residents who never gave up.
The MHR residents’ stand against
council on this drainage scheme
created benefits that flowed to all the
residents of Manningham.
Their win effectively removed the
Special Rates and Charges as a means
for Council to proceed with works,
and then charge residents.
So, if you happen to bump into a
resident from Melbourne Hill Road,
do not forget to thank them.
When the day comes that a drainage
scheme is coming your way, you will
not have to pay for it, because your
rates are already paying for it!
There is a big lesson here.
When you have difficulty with
council, approach your ward
councillor and ask for their support.
Hopefully you have elected a
person who is sympathetic and feisty
enough to battle for you.
I loved being a councillor most
when I could advocate for community
groups and help individuals and
families navigate the web of council
rules, regulations and permits.
Communication from council is
often dry and “official” and I often
saw letters to residents which gave
cool legalistic responses to issues
that affect families in very emotional
ways.
For instance, a brother and sister in

Warrandyte wanted to subdivide five
acres of inherited land into two lots.
Council had refused the application
for two years and it was not clear why.
The residents aske d for my
assistance.
At a meeting with senior executives
at the Council, the Officers said
they had not approved of the line
of division because the line was not
front and centre.
I suggested they look at the site
as Warrandyte has many dips and
slopes and perhaps the siblings were
trying to ensure they both had equal
amount of usable land.
The result was that the application
was quickly approved.
Two happy families finally able to
enjoy their property.
Another example of advocacy
concerned a senior citizen who lived
alone on an acre in Park Orchards.
Due to council graveling the road
and subsequent rain, a lot of gravel
entered her driveway and garden,
and also under her house.
Her pleas to council to remove it
came with the response, “We cannot
do work on private property”.
That’s a Catch 22 if ever I heard one.
So, I put it to a senior executive:
“You want a seventy plus year old lady
to shovel out gravel that the council
caused to be on her property?”
Voila! In two days, the property was
cleaned of gravel.
I am very happy that on many
other occasions my intervention
has helped individuals and families
cut through red tape and get positive
outcomes.
Of course, all the other councillors
have done the same.
It was a great feeling to make
practical differences to people’s lives,
just by listening and responding as

best I could.
As with all jobs, there is a downside.
Some people feel that councillors
are fair game to be a target for
personal attacks.
I have been harassed persistently,
particularly since the 2016 election,
on Facebook groups and also in the
community.
In 2019, we had to sell our family
home in Park Orchards due to my
need for ongoing disability support.
I run my business as an NDIS Plan
Manager from my office in Doncaster
Road, so I remained eligible as a
councillor.
But one person has attended my
office in my absence and demanded
to know from my fellow tenants what
I did there and why I was not in the
office.
This same person has repeatedly
pestered council about my eligibility.
Please treat your elected councillors
with respect!
You can disagree on issues, but do
not attack them personally.
Remember they have families too.
There is much I will miss when I
complete my term as a Councillor
for Manningham.
During the last four years I have
had the pleasure to be on council
with eight councillors who are fairminded and have shown support
for preserving the “country” aspect
of Manningham.
And I admire their unanimous
approval to declare a Climate
Emergency in Manningham.
I will miss the Warrandyte Festival
Parade.
After years of participating in the
procession, I reckon I have perfected
the royal wave and have inflicted it on
lots of unsuspecting people — who
probably do not know me anyway.

What a shame that the 2020 event
was cancelled.
I missed the opportunity to be a
part of that for the last time.
And, of course, I will miss the
Christmas Carols at Domeney
Reserve in Park Orchards.
My faithful Zeffa surprisingly didn’t
mind playing Rudolf (pic).
And I will miss the drive along
Jumping Creek Road ...oops, I
suppose everyone is missing that!
I will not be standing for
Manningham elections this year.
I hope you all vote for someone who
is responsible, dynamic and positive.
Someone who will have your back!
Love to you all,
Sophy Galbally

FREE HOME DELIVERIES MONDAY-SATURDAY

WWW.QUINTONSIGA.COM.AU
SHOP ONLINE OR DOWNLOAD THE QUINTON’S IGA APP
FROM THE APP STORE OR GOOGLE PLAY
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council elections
By JAMES POYNER
UNCERTAINTY around the October
Local Council elections has been
a b at e d w i t h t h e Mi n i s t e r f o r
Local Government, Shaun Leane
announcing on August 19, following
advice from the Chief Health Officer
Professor Brett Sutton, the election
can go ahead as planned on Saturday,
October 24.
“As Minister for Local Government,
I sought advice from the Victorian
Government Solicitor’s Office and
Chief Health Officer as to how best to
proceed while Victoria is in the midst
of the Coronavirus Pandemic.
“I also engaged with the local
government sector to fully understand
concerns regarding the impact of
current restrictions in Victoria on
campaigning, and relayed that I
would act on advice from the Chief
Health Officer.
“The Chief Health Officer has
advised that October represents
a period when risk is likely to be
substantially lower than at present,
and there are no compelling public
health grounds for the elections to be
delayed,” Mr Leane said.
This was reaffirmed by Professor
Sutton at the September 6 Road Map
Press Conference.
In a virtual press conference
attended by the Diary, Victorian
Electoral Commissioner, Warwick
Gately said that he “welcomed the
certainty that this announcement
brings”.
He said the VEC has closely
monitored Government advice in
developing a COVIDSafe election
plan.
The Plan puts additional measures
in place to safely manage the Victorian
local council elections being held by
post this October.

Mr Gately has said postal voting is
safe and of high integrity, and that
the VEC is ready to respond to the
changing environment.
“The situation remains dynamic and
the VEC continues to actively monitor
conditions and restrictions.
“Additional measures in place
include increased distancing in
election offices, limiting face-to-face
contact, enforcing mask wearing
where mandated by the Victorian
Government, and moving operational
activity online whenever possible,”
he said.
The 2020 Victorian local elections
will also be the first elections held
under the Local Government Act 2020.
Under The Act, all election candidates
are required to undertake mandatory
training, regardless of whether they
are new or an incumbent.
The training covers areas such
as: how councils are run, election
donation rules, councillor code of
conduct, conflict of interest and what
support is available to councillors.
Candidates will also have the
opportunity to include a 300-word
statement in the mailed-out ballot
packs.
Councillors will also have to
complete Councillor Induction
Training within the first six months
of taking office.
The 2020 Victorian council elections
will be the State’s largest single
election program, with a predicted
4.5 million voters and over 2,000
candidates participating in elections
across 76 councils.
For the first time in Victoria, the
local election will be the first to be
held completely by postal vote, in
2016, 72 of the 78 Councils that held
elections were by postal vote.
For 2020, 76 Councils will see their
citizens, and ratepayers cast their
vote, which is every Victorian Council
excepting Whittlesea, Casey and
South Gippsland, who are currently

in administration.
In the change to council structure
— with some Councils changing from
multi-member to single-member
wards — there will be 298 seats
in contention across participating
Councils.
With eight councils switching to
single member wards, including
Maroondah and Manningham, which
will switch to nine, single councillor
wards, the Victorian Electoral
Commission (VEC) has stressed the
importance of voters making sure
they know what ward they will be
voting for on October 24, as the ward
names and their boundaries have
changed.
Detailed information about the
forthcoming election, at a local
government level can be found on
the VEC website (vec.vic.gov.au).
The VEC is also encouraging voters
to sign up for its VoterAlert sms and
email service, which will provide
those registered with prompts and
other important information about
the forthcoming election.
Dates for your diary
The enrolment deadline has now
passed.
The next big milestone is the
candidate nomination period which
occurs between Thursday, September
17 and 12pm on Tuesday, September
22.
Eligible candidates wishing
to nominate should visit the VEC
website for further information on
procedures and the required prenomination training.
Those who do qualify and choose
to nominate will need to present at
their municipality’s election office
— by appointment — during the
nomination period.
Ballot packs will be mailed out
between October 6 and October 8,
delivered via Australia Post.
Voters have until 6pm on October

Yarra River – Bulleen Precinct
Advisory Committee
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning has prepared an updated 2020 draft of the
Yarra River – Bulleen Precinct Land Use Framework Plan,
recommending a range of future land use changes and
connections for the area of the Yarra River (Birrarung)
encompassing parts of Bulleen, Heidelberg and Lower
Templestowe.
The Minister for Planning has appointed an advisory
committee to make recommendations on the draft plan
and a private development proposal for the Yarra Valley
Country Club site.
Visit https://engage.vic.gov.au/yarra-river-bulleenprecinct-advisory-committee to view the draft
framework plan and the private development proposal
and to make a submission to the advisory committee.
Submissions close at
5.00pm, Friday 25 September 2020.
Customer Service Centre 136 186

FR2469

www.delwp.vic.gov.au

See Inset Map
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23 to return their ballot paper, either
posted before this date and time, or
hand delivered to their municipality’s
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Election declarations are expected
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13, the deadline for declaration
was extended to accommodate for
COVID-Safe work practices for VEC
counting staff.
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Green Wedge Chaos — Council’s next moves
By DAVID HOGG
WE REPORTED last month about the
problems in Chapel Lane, Nutfield,
where some 300 trucks per day are
delivering clean fill to properties in the
middle of the Green Wedge.
The first point to be made is that
this is clean fill, that is soil and rubble
from land clearance projects, and not
landfill as in rubbish material.
The next thing that we observe
is that there seems to be little
regulation preventing clean fill from
being dumped in green wedge areas,
particularly where the purpose is in
connection with agriculture.
The company dumping the clean fill
is Earth Solutions Group (ESG).
This is the company that owns the
old quarry at Deep Creek Reserve in
Doncaster East, where they accept
clean fill and charge $12–$14 per
tonne to contractors wishing to
dispose of such material.
No wonder then that when this
correspondent puts a sign out on
the road in North Warrandyte saying
“Clean Fill Wanted” within hours
there are huge trucks coming up the
driveway.
Residents in Chapel Lane are up in
arms about the dumping; the constant
heavy convoys of trucks, the dust, the
difficulty of passing on the lane, and
the damage caused to the roadway.
They say that for years residents
have been approached by clean waste
operators and offered huge sums of
money, perhaps six or seven figure
sums, to allow tipping on their land.
They, and many community groups,
have been making submissions to
Nillumbik Council.
A very lengthy Future Nillumbik
Committee meeting of all councillors
sat until after midnight on August 11,
and heard submissions from dozens
of ratepayers.
Also attending the meeting online
was John Buordolone, a solicitor for
ESG, who answered questions from
councillors for almost an hour in
relation to the property at 265 Chapel

Lane which is the scene of the present
difficulties.
He advised that the property at
265 Chapel Lane was a 40ha farming
property and an area of 4.4ha was
down a valley with steep access which
would make harvesting with a tractor
dangerous.
His client’s customer had engaged
ESG to build up the land to a higher
level with clean fill, then a final
covering of topsoil, enabling this
remaining area to produce a hay crop
which could be safely harvested, and
therefore the activity is related to
agriculture.
The operations at 265 Chapel Lane
are expected to continue for 12 to 18
months.
Mr Buordolone would not answer
councillors’ questions on the amount
of money changing hands for this
operation.
Another property at 130 Chapel
Lane, the scene of earlier dumping,
had its operations shut down by the
previous council, but these activities
had resumed with a permit under the
present council.
When asked why a permit for filling at
265 had not been applied for, whereas
ESG had applied for and been granted
a permit for 130, Mr Buordolone
advised that council officers had
specifically informed ESG by email in
July, 2019 that no permit was required
and they had been given the green light
to commence operations.
Cr Peter Perkins observed: “What
were the officers thinking; this should
have come to Council?”
After hearing many more
submissions, one from a local
resident online, the others read out to
councillors, Council resolved that the
Committee:
• finalise its review of the
hydrological report to determine
if planning permit is required by
August 14.
• pursue through its legal advisers,
information that substantiates if

the use of the land is agricultural
or otherwise.
• determine if a planning permit is
required.
• seek legal advice to determine
the most appropriate legal path
forward.
• request that the Minister for
Planning approve using his 20(4)
powers for an Interim Planning
scheme amendments to the
Nillumbik Planning Scheme to
“introduce a 100 cubic metre limit
for disposal fill in Green Wedge
and Rural Conservation Zones”
until a permanent planning
scheme dealing with this matter is
concluded.
Cr Grant Brooker observed that
whilst Council might wr ite to
the Minister, there would be no
expectation of any response in a
timely manner.
At the re-convened continuation
of the meeting on August 18, the
Committee then resolved to:
• have officers commence
enforcement proceedings relating
to the development of the land at
265 Chapel Lane, Doreen.
• provide regular updates on
Council’s website with respect to
the use and development of the
land at 265 and 130 Chapel Lane,
Doreen to keep the community
up to date on actions to resolve
the disposal of fill on these sites
including our letters for planning
scheme amendment to the
Minister for Planning and any
responses received.
• commence processes to
implement and enforce load
limits and/or truck bans, impose
a 50kmph speed limit on Chapel
Lane and Middle Hut Road,
advise the owners and operators
of the current land fill activities
at 130 and 265 Chapel Lane
that they have failed to obtain a
permit to build crossovers, and
to issue enforcement orders and

seek all available penalties as a
consequence for the destruction of
road pavements and infrastructure
in the area.
The Sugarloaf Ward Action Group
has put up a relevant short video on
their website.
The Wedge Tales website sponsored
by local green wedge groups has also
put up an article which explores the
tensions between different factions in
the Council.
Nillumbik Council has one more
scheduled Future and Ordinary
Council Meeting on September 8 and
15, respectively, prior to the October
elections.

With clashes between council and
community a regular occurrence on
green wedge matters over the last
four years and a number of Green
Wedge located projects currently on
the radar of local green wedge groups,
campaigning for the next Nillumbik
Council is likely to be interesting.
For information on Council’s
action regarding Chapel Lane visit
their website:
https://www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
Planning-and-building/ChapelLane-and-the-deposit-of-fill-onagricultural-land

Recycling – plastics problems persist
By DAVID HOGG
DO READERS recall the days when
there was no plastic?
When I was just an ankle-biter, many
moons ago, I loved to go with my
mother to the grocer, fishmonger and
costermonger shops.
Look that last one up on Google!
Rows of delicious looking fresh
fruit and vegetables without labels or
packaging.
Items would be weighed on an Avery
scale that had a long pointer shaped
rather like a violin bow.
A scale of different prices per pound
weight would appear on the left side
of the scale.
My mother would ask for 12 ounces.
The grocer would put the product on
the scale, the pointer would move, and
he would say “14 ounces, is that OK

Madam?” — always a bit more than
you asked for!
Then he would read across from the
unit price of 2s 2d per pound and the
14 ounces would read out as 1s 10d.
This would then be jotted down on
paper in pencil, for all the prices to
be totalled by hand at the end of the
process in pounds, shillings and pence.
Few could do that these days; 15
items in about 40 seconds with no
calculator.
If the produce is large (meat, fish),
it would be wrapped in white paper,
and sometimes also in old newspaper.
Small items, e.g. strawberries, would
be decanted into a brown paper bag
which was then picked up by both
hands holding the corners and twirled,
resulting in a closed bag with a couple
of bunny ears.

You will notice an important thing
here; no plastic, no labelling!
Today’s produce probably comes
in a polystyrene or other plastic tray,
with a soft plastic cling film over it,
paper labelling and barcode, and the
fruit with an annoying — and totally
unnecessary — label attached to every,
single, piece.
And until only a year ago, and again
now during the pandemic, all these
would be put into yet another plastic
bag at the checkout.
But a rebellion against all this plastic
packaging is growing in strength.
Local conservation stonemason
James Charlwood has written to Julie
Quinton of Quinton’s IGA and wants
to return the washed plastic waste he
has been cleaning and storing for a
while now.

He is owner/builder of a new home
in Manningham, which is not yet at the
Certificate of Occupancy stage, so does
not have a waste collection.
He tells us that he “is not subscribing
to the failed kerb-side recycling
program”.
His contention is that he purchased
only the produce, and the unnecessary
packaging is still the property of IGA.
An interesting concept!
He plans to take a trailer load of
plastic material back to IGA when the
Coronavirus restrictions have eased.
Julie Quinton has replied, advising
James : “I appreciate everyone’s
concern with the amounts of plastics
being used in relation to food
production.
“As a business we have made many
steps to ensure the packaging we are
using is post-consumer recyclable.
“Sadly however, the pandemic has
seen a return to reusable plastic bags
for the safety of staff in supermarkets
across the country.
“This is not a good time right now.
“It isn’t that I don’t care about the
amount of plastics being used; I
absolutely do.
“Right at this moment I am battling
to be able to keep up with everything
required of me, my staff are exhausted
and I cannot possibly take on another
project.
“Once we get through the other
side of this pandemic, I am more
than willing to kick-start the plastic
reduction campaign, but I am really
sorry I can’t help just now.
“Let’s take a rain-check until 2021
and see how things are situated.”
James’s move was triggered by an
ABC Four Corners program in mid
August which ran a documentary
entitled 2020 Plastic Wars.
A US production, the problems were
almost identical to Australia’s.
One important point coming out
of it, which we have not covered in

earlier articles, was that the so-called
recycling symbol, a triangle with a
number 1 to 7 inside stamped on
a plastic container or bottle is in fact
the Resin Identification Code which
merely identifies the type of resin
the plastic product is made from, not
whether it can be recycled.
Many residents see this code on a
container and wrongly think that it is
recyclable, and can be put it in their
yellow bin.
The Diary has covered recycling
matters at length in earlier issues,
including a visit to Visy’s Banyule
Rethink Centre in our March issue.
Most hard plastics can be recycled by
being placed in the Yellow bin.
Soft plastics can be returned to
Woolworths and Coles Stores with
bins at the front and the contents are
collected by RED Group and much of
this material is recycled.
But there is no soft plastics return
facility at IGA (not for want of trying).
Perhaps something they could
explore again when the current crisis
is over.
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Saving Gooligulch
By SANDI MILLER
MANNINGHAM COUNCIL
has responded to an outcry from
Wonga Park residents around the
re development of the histor ic
Gooligulch Playground.
Council initially released three
options for the playgrounds in Wonga
Park, to remodel two areas, the
Gooligulch Playground and the Dudley
Reserve playground.
Council’s Your Say website proposed
removing the current Gooligulch
playground and replacing it with either
a Nature Playspace for young children,
a ropes course aimed at teens, or a
small basic facility, which would be
offset with a “destination” playground
constructed in Dudley Reserve.
However, following a flurry of
comments on social media, a petition
and numerous letters to Council, the
website was amended to acknowledge
the importance of the Gooligulch
Playspace, Council added a comments
section to the survey, which they
extended by two weeks.
Frank Vassilacos, Acting Manager
Integrated Planning at Manningham
Council said in a letter to the
Warrandyte Community Association,
which has been provided to the Dairy:
“We acknowledge that the initial
material we provided through our
website may not have adequately
represented the existing historical
elements.
“For that, we sincerely apologise for
any angst or concern this may have
created”.
Niall Sheehy, Manningham Council’s
Ac t i ng D i re c to r C i t y Pla n n i ng
and Community told the Diary:
“Manningham Council is currently
seeking feedback on proposals for
play spaces in the Wonga Park area,
including at Wonga Park Reserve and
Dudley Reserve, to understand the
needs of the local community and how
they may have changed since the play
spaces were first installed”.
Wonga Park resident, Ros Forrest told
the Diary that the community is upset
both about the lack of consultation
to this point, and that none of those
options for the redevelopment
include keeping the current unique
playground.
Mr Sheehy said the three proposals
outline new possibilities for Wonga
Park Reserve and Dudley Reserve that
may increase play options for a wider
range of ages.
He said that the nature play space

would “retain the theme and style of
the existing Gooligulch Playspace”.
The Gooligulch Playspace was
created in 1998, designed by Cathy Kiss,
a former Planner with Manningham
Council, themed around a Graeme
Base book My Grandma lived in
Gooligulch.
“It was a big event for our little
suburb and a great talking point
with all the school children in the
community.
“It was so nice to have a playground
that was very unique, but one which
also blended in well in our semi-rural
environment — it still does to this day,”
Ms Forrest said.
She said many people have contacted
her on Facebook saying that they
use the playground, they appreciate
that it is unique and do not want it
demolished.
“Having said that, I have no
objection to Council adding extra
play equipment to the area for older
children, but not at the expense of the
current infrastructure,” she said.
“I would love to see this unique piece
of history remain and I gather a lot of
other people feel the same.”
Other people within the community
have welcomed the proposal, with
local resident Amy Cresswell posting
that: “Council are wanting to provide
us with beautiful new, innovative,
safe and exciting new play spaces for
our children and I can’t believe that
anyone would be against this.
“I’m 100% for my rates dollars going
towards this cause, it’s wonderful!”
She reminded objectors that first and
foremost “children’s happiness is what
this is all about”.
The Diary spoke with Author Graeme
Base, who was pragmatic in his
response to the news that the facility
may be revamped.
The author was in attendance at the
opening, signing books for people.
“After 20 years I’m sure it must be
in need of work — I’d love to see
it live on, but everything has its
day and it’d be silly to hang on to
something if it is past its useful life.
We had heaps of fun designing and
building all the bits and pieces for
the playground back in the day but
it’s a mistake to be too precious
about one’s creations — if it can be
refurbished for a reasonable cost
then great — if not, let’s all hope
something else fun and imaginative
can be created to take its place.”

Following the public outcry Council
amended the Your Say website to
reflect that the Gooligulch theme
would be retained in one of the
options.
The council has three options on
the table:
Option A
Gooligulch’ playground is replaced
with a destination nature play
space, that will retain the theme
and style of the existing Gooligulch
play space, while including a
wide range of new nature play
experiences and an informal picnic
area designed for children between
the ages of two and 12 years.
The current play equipment
at Dudley Reserve will be replaced
with a small local play space
suitable for children between the
ages of two and 12 years.
Option B
Gooligulch playground is removed
and a new nature themed
destination obstacle/ropes course
aimed at children over 13 years and
young adults.
This would be installed near the
BMX track and tennis courts.
The current play equipment
at Dudley Reserve will be replaced
with a small play space suitable for
children between the ages of two
and 12 years.
Option C
Gooligulch playground is removed
and minor improvements are
carried out to an existing small
playground alongside the lower
oval at Wonga Park Reserve.
This playground caters for ages of
two to 12 years.
The current play equipment
at Dudley Reserve will be replaced
with a large destination play space
suitable for children between the
ages of two and 12 years.
Mr Sheehy said Council understands
that the existing Gooligulch play space
“is unique and a very cherished feature
in Wonga Park”.
“In the 25 years since its installation,
Gooligulch Playground at Wonga Park
Reserve has experienced considerable
deterioration and is in need of
replacement,” he said.
Mr Sheehy said the images on the
Your Say website were chosen to help
illustrate the possible options, “but
no designs have been prepared at
this stage”.
“We are currently consulting with the

Photos: BILL McAULEY

community to seek feedback and hear
suggestions.
“We acknowledge that there is also a
strong community connection to the
Gooligulch Playground, particularly
with the historic elements of the
existing play space.
“We are keen to hear from the
community to let us know which
elements are important to them and
how we can best address these themes
as part of a customised design,” Mr
Sheehy said.
He said following the current
consultation to understand the
location and type of play space the
community would prefer, a detailed
design proposal will be prepared
and made available for community
feedback later this year.
Former Councillor and now declared
candidate for Yarra Ward in the
upcoming election, Meg Downie
has blamed the Council for lack
of maintenance that has led to the
deterioration of the playground.
“I was frustrated to hear that some
time ago Council decided not to
maintain this unique playground

and now plans have been drawn up
without input from the community,”
she said on the Your Say forum.
P re s i d e nt o f t h e Wa r ra n d y t e
Community Associate, and candidate
for Yarra Ward in the forthcoming
Manningham Council election, Carli
Lange-Boutle, told the Diary that
she has advocated for a community
consultation panel to work on the final
design for the play space.
Ms Lange-Boutle said she has been
advised the Council will “involve
the relevant historical society and
community representatives… to
incorporate their input into a future
customised design”.
Mr Vassilacos said: “a detailed
design proposal will be prepared
and made available for community
feedback later this year – no doubt,
incorporating the existing unique
character”.
The initial round of community
consultation has been extended
and will now close on Monday,
September 14.
This story was first published in WD
Bulletin August edition.
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Deer survey highlights increasing population
By SANDI MILLER
NILLUMBIK COUNCIL’S Environment
Services Department has released
the preliminary report for its Deer
Management Survey.
T h e Pa r t i c i p a t e N i l l u m b i k ’s
Community Deer Management —
Knowledge to Action survey has been
running since February 2020.
The report notes that the results are
unsurprising due to the rapid increase
in deer sightings and damage over the
last few years in Nillumbik, including
more frequently in urban areas.
The report outlines the 160 survey
responses that have been received so
far, with 144 of these from Nillumbik
residents.
Sightings and reports of
deer and damage
Of the respondents, 83 per cent think
that deer are a problem, with 69 per
cent of people seeing deer on their
own property and 80 per cent seeing

damage that has been caused by deer.
The majority of deer are seen in
bushland or rural farming areas, but
only six per cent of survey submitters
record deer sightings using DeerScan,
this makes it challenging for Council

to understand the scale and location
of the problem.
Anyone who has had a deer sightings,
damage and deer control (including
numbers removed) is encouraged
to report through DeerScan (www.
feralscan.org).
Controlling numbers
The survey responses indicated that
there has been little use of deer control
(by shooting), however, responses
indicate it is an option many are willing
to consider.
The report speculates that the lack
of control undertaken could be due to
the following:
• There may be no deer or only a few
deer on the property, or no damage
seen, so control is not required.
• There may be a lack of knowledge
as to how to go about arranging
deer control.
The respondents told of reluctance
by landholders to undertake control

options other than shooting.
This may indicate the understanding
t hat ma n y a l t e r nat i v e c o nt ro l
techniques are either ineffective or
only of short-term benefit (e.g. sound
and light deterrents).
Some options may also be expensive
to implement, have the potential
to impact other native fauna (e.g.
fencing), or are regarded as inhumane
(e.g. trapping).
The report was keen to point out that
Council is not advocating for these
actions, merely asking residents what
they think is worth considering.
Ways to get involved
Council will host a number of online
webinars, prepare some video tutorials
and finalise a range of printable Fact
Sheets.
Council also plan to schedule Zoom
meetings with those who expressed
interest in joining a collaborative deer
action group.

This group will discuss obstacles
to deer control, assist Council in
strategically planning local deer control
and help establish a Community Deer
Directory.
If you and your neighbours are
thinking about deer control and need
assistance or property assessments to
determine suitability for deer control,
contact the Project Officer for help.
Have your say
Nillumbik Shire Council’s Participate
website provides information on and
opportunities to engage with council
on the issue of deer in Nillumbik:
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
community-deer-management
Those who are interested in joining a
deer action group or seek information
beyond the Participate portal can
contact Project Officer Michelle
Hanslow via environment@nillumbik.
vic.gov.au or on 9433 3543

Speed changes mooted for KG Road Jumping Creek Road
Stage 1 update
By SUSAN FOREMAN
DEPARTMENT OF Transport (DoT) is
considering reducing the speed limit
at the north end of Kangaroo GroundWarrandyte Road, from 80km/h to
70km/h.
Candidate for Sugarloaf Ward in
the upcoming Local Elections, Ben
Ramcharan has been advocating for
safer roads in the area following a
string of serious incidents on North
Warrandyte main roads in the last 12
months.
Mr Ramcharan told the Diary that
the DoT had advised him on the
change.
“[DoT says] 70km/h is slow enough
to reduce the risk without being so
slow that trucks will struggle on the
hills”.

Mr Ramcharan also said the DoT is
also considering improved signage in
the area.
Nillumbik Council is considering
constructing footpaths along some
sections of Research-Warrandyte
Road.
However, at this stage there are no
details about where these footpaths
will go and what form they would take.
Mr Ramcharan told the Diary his
is pleased to see DoT and Nillumbik
Council taking action on this issue
“There’s no question that road safety
needs improving in Research and
North Warrandyte, as well as in the
wider area.
“It’s important that the community
is kept informed and continuously
consulted throughout this process, so

we don’t suddenly end up with huge
changes that impact on residents.
“Any changes that are made to our
roads need to be respectful of the
environment and Warrandyte’s special
local character,” said Mr Ramcharan.

File image

JUMPING CREEK Road is scheduled
to be reopened following an almost sixmonth closure as works on the 350 metre
stretch of Road between RingwoodWarrandyte Road and Nelson Drive are
now nearing completion.
Manningham Council has released
a statement to saying “due to weather
delays and challenges due to the
current Stage 4 COVID-19 restrictions,
works are currently scheduled to be
complete in mid-September 2020 with
the road opening to through-traffic
soon after.”

The statement advised that the
construction team will be focussing
on asphalting the road surface and
completing the footpaths along this
stretch of road prior to the reopening.
“Thank you to everyone for your
patience as we complete these works
and road detours are in place”.
Concept design for the remainder of
the project is currently underway with
community consultation planned for
early 2021.
For more information, visit: yoursay.
manningham.vic.gov.au/jumpingcreek-road-upgrade

Together in
Nillumbik survey

2020 Council
elections

Council is committed to supporting
the community to stay safe and
well in these uncertain times.

Voting in the 2020 general
elections will be conducted
by post.

To better understand your experiences
during COVID-19 we have partnered with
healthAbility Community Health Service to
deliver the Together in Nillumbik survey.

Ballot packs will be mailed out between
6-8 October and will contain instructions for
returning your completed ballot via mail.
Voting closes at 6pm on Friday 23 October.

Complete the survey before October 2
or book into a focus group session at
participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
together-in-nillumbik.

Find information about your ward and local
ward Councillor via the My Neighbourhood
page on the Nillumbik website.

Visit our website for resources and
information to help us continue
looking after ourselves and each
other during COVID-19.

To complete the survey over the
phone or talk to one of our staff about
available services call 9433 3144
during business hours.

nillumbik.vic.gov.au/council-elections

Including disability services, mental health,
support information and many other resources.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/covid-19-community

Council services
and facilities

Our reopening will be a staged
approach and schedules will be
subject to change – we thank you for
your understanding and support.

Nillumbik Deer
Information Session

Due to current restrictions,
many Council services and
facilities are impacted.

Please visit our website for more
information, or contact us at info.

Join our free webinar on
12 September, 2pm to 4pm, to
learn more about deer in Nillumbik.

should you have any enquiries.

Find out some of the management options
available, and hear from a panel of deer
experts. We will also have a Q&A session to
answer your questions. To book your free
spot visit participate.nillumbik.vic.gov.
au/community-deer-management.

Living
& Learning
Nillumbik
– where people share,
learn and connect
At this time, all three Living
& Learning Nillumbik sites are
closed, with staff working from
home. There will be no face-to-face
programs during Term 3 – many
classes have moved online and all
scheduled online classes will continue.
We are accepting enrolments
for CHC33015 – Certificate III
in Individual Support (Ageing,
Home and Community) which will
commence online in October.

livinglearning@nillumbik.vic.gov.au
Wishing you all the best
- stay safe, stay home!

livinglearningnillumbik.vic.gov.au

Contacting us

By SANDI MILLER

Please note that the Nillumbik
Shire Council offices in Civic Drive,
Greensborough, are closed.
Our customer service can be reached on
9433 3111 8.30am to 5pm Monday to Friday.
Many common tasks can also be completed
via our website.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au

COVID-19
community support

All leisure centres, gyms, pools,
libraries, playgrounds and outdoor gyms,
skateparks, community halls
and reception centres are now closed.
Please make sure to continue
checking our website for the most
up-to-date information about facilities
re-opening and services recommencing.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/covid-19

All candidates must complete mandatory
training prior to nominating.

Upgrade or
change your bins
An expanded range of
kerbside bins is now available
for households in Nillumbik.
The new options are in addition to the
existing bins, and include a larger 240-litre
weekly green waste bin, a weekly 120-litre
landfill bin and a larger 140-litre fortnightly
landfill bin.
nillumbik.vic.gov.au/bins or 9433 3111
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We sing the songs that remind us of the good times
much ado
By KATRINA BENNETT
“Woah, we’re halfway there
Woah, we’re livin’ on a prayer
Sanitise your hands,
we’ll make it I swear…”
BACK IN 1986 Bon Jovi were
definitely on to something.
They did get it a bit backwards
though.
Tommy didn’t lose his job on the
docks, as he was an essential worker.
But Gina’s not workin’ the diner
all day.
Being able to go out, sit down to
have a coffee, and have something
to eat would be like finding a unicorn
dancing on your decking at 11am on
a Tuesday.
We were three weeks down and
hopefully had only three weeks to go
of Stage 4 Lockdown.
With an hour limit on outdoor
exercise, Forrest Gump had to exit
stage left.
A walk around my block was 7km
and there was no way my arthritic,
inflexible middle-aged carcass could
hot foot around that in the allocated
timeframe.
Not to be deterred, I engaged my
inner NASA astrophysicist precision
and carefully plotted a 60 minute,
within 5km radius bike loop.
Just kidding.
I pedalled out the front gate with
little thought to my geographical
location and randomly turned left or
right at each track intersection.
Exactly 62 minutes later my —
not even concerned — remote
learning students found the muddy,
desiccated husk of my former self,
crumpled at the back door babbling
incoherently.
Apparently, I pop up all over the

place in this same condition.
I am told to be quiet as they are all
on Zoom meetings.
Dragging me into the house, they
leave me lying on the kitchen floor,
rocking in the foetal position.
I pull my phone out of my pocket
and press the all important “finished”
button on my Strava app.
As any cyclist knows, if it is not on
Strava it did not happen.
Checking the names of the just
ridden upon Strava segments, I
realise the error of my haphazard
ways.
Heartbrake Hill was where I pulled
my rapidly beating cardiac organ
out of my left ear and placed it back
into its correct position in my gaping
chest cavity.
Gut Buster was purely false
advertising.
Sure, I lost my breakfast at the top
of the hill but my iso-gut was still well
and truly displayed prominently in
my skin tight lycra top.
The only thing busted was my pride
as some smirking locals had to call
their dogs away from my recycled
Coco Pops.
4th Hill Ball Tearer (steep bit) —
really Captain Obvious, was the steep
bit in brackets necessary?
It is like saying 2020 (can go eat a
big bag of d&*%s).
As for the ball tearing bit, my body
was safe from this at least.
Amputation: This was my terribly
unimaginative addition.
The final climb up Research Road
was where I appeared to have lost
both my legs.
After a restorative shower, I’m ready
to embrace the day.
Glancing at my watch, it is only
10am.
Excellent. I have still got 12 hours
to do … um … something.
Anything.
Joining the kids at the household

centre of learning, that welcoming
educational space, also known as the
dining table, I purposefully tap away
on my laptop.
Meaningfully, I push bits of paper
around and occasionally shake my
head and sigh.
I have created some amazing
Spotify playlists, reorganised all the
books on my Kindle in alphabetical
order and read the daily recaps of
The Batchelor.
Always at the ready to Google the
answer to what ever question gets
thrown at me by my offspring.
Of course, I can remember that the
area of a trapezium is A= a+b/2 x h.
Everyone knows that the Titanic
sunk on April 15, 1912 killing over
1,500 people and how important
soil adequacy is to plant and food
production.
Numerous trips to the fridge and

Now more than ever
we must support our
local businesses

Beyond Blue 1300 224 636
Lifeline 13 11 14
Kids Helpline 1800 55 1800

pantry later, I mournfully declare that
there is nothing to eat.
I had better go to the shops.
It is at this moment my partner and
I lock eyes.
Only one of us can leave the house
for essential hunting and gathering
per day.
Who can get to car keys first?
Having been the food shopper
and preparer of the relationship,
my long-suffering other half initially
enjoyed relinquishing the job of food
procurement.
This did not last.
When he would ask, “What have
you got for dinner?”
I would proudly wave my hands
over a random assortment of items
on the kitchen bench and proclaim,
“roast lamb”.
Quizzically he would look at me
and inquire as to where the required

meat for said menu was.
Vaguely, I would scan the pile,
rerun my trajectory through the
shops and discover I had forgotten
to go to the butchers.
Not to be deterred, I had edit the
intended menu to “vegan roast lamb”.
Acknowledging my domestic
goddess limits, I have reviewed
my self-expectations and changed
my grocery intentions to more a
MasterChef Mystery Box scenario.
This involves deliberately choosing
rubbish ingredients, offering them
up to the altar of the head chef and
challenging him to create an amazing
dish that will take my tastebuds to
the next level.
We learned very quickly that in iso
we could only buy 24 hours worth of
food at any given time.
It would make no difference
whether we came home with enough
for a day or a week, it would all be
gone by day-break.
Apparently, possums were breaking
the curfew and raiding my pantry
between the hours of 8pm and 5am.
These six-foot-tall mammals could
be heard scratching around at all
hours, appeared to be bi-pedal, wore
dressing gowns and had iPhone
torches for eyes.
The culprits were caught after they
came down with a nasty dose of
Ronaburn.
A common ailment afflicting
otherwise healthy people during
lockdown; whom after eating too
much comfort food, lay there for too
long watching Netflix and copped
wicked indigestion.
Ma y b e C h u m b aw u m b a w a s
also onto something when they
Tubthumped
“I’ve been locked down,
but I’ll get out again
And then you’re never
going to keep me in”
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Artist, Miner & Sapper:
Penleigh Boyd

By DON HUGHES
A CALL FROM the Editor of the
Warrandyte Diary — startled me.
Still in my lockdown slumber,
I soon reflected on the message
intently.
“There is a mistake on the honour
board at the RSL.
“T. Penleigh-Boyd” is not
accurate.
It should be Theodore Penleigh
Boyd, with no hyphen!
He prefered to be known as just
“Penleigh Boyd”.
He is one of Australia’s noted
landscape painters.”
Accepting responsibility for this
dilemma; I was inspired to make
good the mistake and seek out the
deeper story.
When the Editor also mentioned
that Penleigh was a senior member
of the Boyd artistic dynasty, she
casually included that he was an
Australian Army Engineer (Sapper)
in WWI.
As a current day sapper, my guilt
went into overdrive.
How had I not heard of him?
This needed further research.
A man who combined two of
Warrandyte’s great heritages —
Mining and Art.
The current President of the
Warrandyte RSL is also a sapper —
David (Rhino) Ryan — who comes
from a plumbing background.
Who is a Sapper?
A “sap” is a trench, dug usually in a
zig zag alignment, to safely approach
a fortification (such as a castle) to
then undermine it, collapse it and
allow the infantry access.
One who digs saps, is therefore
called a sapper.
Mo d e r n d ay s ap p e r s’ c l e a r
obstacles (landmines, wire etc) and
also provide engineering services
(water, power, construction etc).
Well knowing the reputation of

the renowned Warrandyte architect,
educator and social commentator,
Robin Boyd, I never made the
connection that he was Penleigh’s
son.
Also, I personally know Linda Noke
and Andrew Sisson who live in The
Robins on Warrandyte-Kangaroo
Ground Road, but still I did not know
that Penleigh was a WWI Sapper.
His reputation as an artist has been
chronicled as equal to that of Arthur
Streeton.
The Artist and “The Robins”
Theodore Penleigh Boyd (1890–
1923) was a noted landscape painter
born in Westbury, Wiltshire, England
to parents who were both successful
painters.
Before WWI he became a successful
and profitable artist, travelling to
Europe where he married Edith
Anderson (1880–1961), before
purchasing about 14 acres in the
township of Warrandyte sloping
steeply down to the Yarra River, to
the north of the bridge, to establish
the family seat — The Robins —
occupying it in 1914.
Linda and Andrew, the current
owners of The Robins, hosted a
Robin Boyd Foundation open day
on 15 May 2011.
The Foundation described its
architectural and artistic heritage:
“At this time a flourishing
community of artists began to
settle around the township.
Chosen for its natural beauty,
Penleigh designed and built
a single-storey cottage with a
generous attic that was broadly
Tudor — with a crooked
terracotta gabled roof, bay
windows and cross-beamed
ceilings.
The ground floor walls were
constructed of earth mixed with
concrete, an early example of insitu concrete, and possibly one of

the first examples of reinforced
concrete being used to build a
house in Australia!
The biographer Brenda Niall
describes that:
“…. the style of the house and the
physical and emotional energy
that went into its building express
the contradictions of Penleigh’s
personality.
Venturesome and self-reliant, he
carved his own space out of the
Warrandyte bush, but the style he
chose for the house was quaint,
nostalgic and very English.”
(Niall, The Boyd’s, 2002)
Mining
Penleigh Boyd (service number 5)
enlisted as a Sapper in November
1 9 1 5 i nt o t h e n e w l y f o r m e d
Australian Mining Corps.
Soon he was promoted to Sergeant
and joined a special Australian
Army Engineer unit; the Australian
Electrical and Mechanical Mining
and Boring Company.
Jocularly called by the Diggers, the
“Alphabet Company” because of its
abbreviation — AE&MM&B Coy!
This unit had the responsibility
of providing and maintaining
the equipment required to light,
ventilate and de-water the extensive
tunnel and dug-out systems along
the entire length of the Western
front.
The unit deservedly earned many
plaudits for the support it provided
to all Imperial Forces.
Sergeant Boyd detailed lorry
drivers and the distribution of stores
and equipment.
Other Sapper units at the time
included; Field, Mounted, Signals,
Submar ine Mining, Works &
Fortifications (Fortress), Railway,
Training & Survey (McNicoll, History
of the Royal Australian Engineers
1902–1919, Volume 2, Making and
Breaking, Canberra, 1979).

A birthday like no other
By MAREE ZIMNY
IMAGINE TURNING 87 alone, no
family and in Stage 4 Lockdown.
Patricia, Lindy and Nani could not
either.
Patricia posted on a local Eltham
Facebook page on August 19 asking
for anyone who could help make her
neighbour Margaret’s birthday, the
following day, a great one and show
her the community cares.
Words cannot do justice for the
surprise she received on her birthday.
The community did it.
Janet played the guitar, children drew
things, and Margaret was showered
with flowers and gifts.
N e i g h b o u r, L i n d y s a i d “s h e
[Margaret] didn’t feel alone and
felt very connected to her friends,
neighbourhood and community.
“Her emotions were so strong she
was exhausted the next day.”
Margaret Murphy was born in 1933
and grew up in Scotland during the
great depression, lived through WWII
and remembers sharing the classroom
with soldiers a few hours per day.

She really wanted to say to the
children of today: “It’s ok, you will get
through this too and be fine.”
Margaret worked at Melbourne
University as a Librarian and stayed
there until her retirement.
She recalls the great role she had
there, including putting on exhibitions
covering Fine Arts, English, French,
Political Science and Chinese Politics,
so students could learn and engage
more on their subjects.
The Diary asked her about how she
felt about the lockdown and compared
it to WWII.
Margaret replied, “this Stage 4 has
been hard”, and she is over it.
“During WWII you accepted it,
and the people of today have not
experienced deprivation like the war.
“The hardest thing is no one knows
how the pandemic works and how
clusters come out of the blue”.
Margaret lives with Lola, her adopted
fox terrier dog.
The two are inseparable and walk
every day when possible.
Margaret’s other love is her morning

walk to the primary school and her
talks to the children and parents.
Then, in the afternoon, she is off to
see the secondary kids going back
home and chats with them.
After lockdown, she confessed
she wants to be able to do her own
shopping, but she’s most grateful to her
neighbour’s son doing it for her now.
She’s so blessed to have such great
neighbours in her street.

Underground warfare, or mining
and tunnelling, is little known to
most, but was prolific during WWI
— particularly on the Western Front.
Throughout history tunnelling has
been used by Sappers of all nations
to breach enemy fortifications.
T radit io nally, un d er min ing
castles.
A more modern example would
include the infamous Viet Cong
tunnels of Vietnam.
As one of Australia’s earliest
deployed artists into France, he
took the opportunity to become
an unofficial war artist capturing
impressions and images of a place,
period and situation that otherwise
would have gone unrecorded.
As a Sapper on the ground, he had
a unique vantage point to record
daily life on the Western Front.
Many of his draw ings were
published in his wonderful
book, Salvage (P. Boyd, British
Australasian, London, 1918).
Penleigh was badly gassed in Ypres
in 1917 then invalided to England.
He repatriated home aboard the
Euripides in 1918 to continue his
painting and living in The Robins.
He suffered permanent lung
damage but continued his artistic
work with unabated energy
including assisting fellow returned
soldiers.
The Drunken Lion Tamer (The
First Warrandyte Festival?)
The cur rent ow ners of T h e
Robins, Linda, a Project Manager
constructing Victorian Police
Stations, and Andrew, a School
Teacher at Eltham Primary, share
their favourite Penleigh Boyd story
as reported in the Argus (Jan 1921)
and digitised by the State Library of
Victoria:
“As President of the Warrandyte
branch of the Returned Soldiers’
League, Mr Penleigh Boyd,

in order to build a soldiers’
institute, persuaded his
neighbours to hold a week-long
fete.
With their assistance, he
transformed the glen at the foot
of the bridge into a veritable fairy
dell!
The pathway from the main road
to the glen, were artistically
illuminated with festoons of
Chinese lanterns — all the way to
the banks of the Yarra.
In the moonlight, with the
reflection from the lights, the
river appeared as if it were a
stream of silver.
Hidden amongst the trees were
gaily decorated stalls who did a
roaring trade.
Food, drinks, dancing, fireworks
and music along with many
other attractions, entertained a
multitude of residents from the
whole district.
The proprietor of the travelling
circus, reported to the local
constabulary that; the Lion
Tamer, who had a drinking
problem, was missing.
All cafes and the hotel were
searched in vain, finally, the Lion
Tamer was found in the cage with
the lion and lioness!
All three lying fast asleep!
The searchers tried to arouse the
trio but were met with noisy and
frightening protests!
They were permitted to sleep on.
After 8 hours the Lion Tamer
awoke, patted the lions, adorned
his cape, and then proceeded
home to his wife for breakfast!”
Penleigh sold The Robins in 1922
but tragically died in a car accident
at Warrigal in 1923.
Robin Boyd was 4 years old at the
time.
His wife, Edith, lived until 1961.
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Capturing the kids
talking images
with BILL McAULEY
PHOTOGRAPHING your kids is a great
way to soak up some COVID Lockdown
time, especially in Warrandyte, where
wonderful backdrops for your captures
are everywhere.
In the bush, by the river and in your
own rustic backyard.
The light at this time of year is
excellent for close up face shots.
Cloudy bright is the best light for
portraiture.
You can avoid the unforgiving and
harsh summer sun in September,
usually our rainiest month.
The best lens to use is a telephoto
lens.
This will keep you a fair distance
from your subject, which will help
with shooting candid and impromptu
images.
The telephoto also has the advantage
of knocking the background out of
focus because of the small depth of
field that it creates.
An out of focus background is very
attractive in portraiture work.
Candid shots work well with child
photography, so remember to set your
shutter speed to a fast shutter speed
such as 500th sec or 1000th sec.
The minimum recommended shutter
speed would be 250th sec.
Suggested ISO rating is 400 ISO.
With your telephoto and fast shutter
speed, you can allow your little sweetie
pies to run around freely and capture
some wonderful candid shots.
The next thing to be mindful of is to
be bold with your compositions.
ZOOM IN CLOSER!
This was an ongoing issue with my
photography students and I would nag

them relentlessly to move in closer and
get up close and personal with their
subjects.
Once again, with a telephoto lens
you do not have to be physically close
to shoot a bold portrait of your subject.
Sure, sometimes it is also good to
create atmosphere by having your
subject smaller in the frame.
This is a more magazine style image
and sometimes it can be more about
the background than the person.
Always focus on the head and
shoulders area of your subject when
you are taking a longer shot.
But if you are doing a close-up
portrait ALWAYS focus on the closest
eye of the subject.
This is a hard and fast rule.
Obviously, if both eyes of the subject
are equidistant from you, it will not
matter which eye you focus on.
The eyes are the windows of the soul,
so that is the place to focus if you want
to capture the energy and spirit of the
individual.
If you have a good quality electronic
flash I would recommend using fill in
flash with your subject.
Please make sure you under-expose
the flash so it won’t make the subject
too light and the background too dark.
Fill in flash has two main advantages,
it evens out the light on the face and
also colour corrects the images.
The light from an electronic flash has
a warm colour temperature and creates
better flesh tones on a cold day when
the light can tend to be a bit blue.
You can also later correct these tones
in Photoshop.
Now you are armed with a telephoto
lens, have set a fast shutter speed and
are mindful of shooting in a bold style,
there is only one thing left to do.
Release the little darlings and let
them run free!

1

You will be able to capture some
memorable moments to look back
on long after this current crisis is but
a memory.
Image 1
Bold pix of sisters Cassie and Lilly
using under exposed fill in flash.
The flash evens the lighting and
colour corrects the flesh tones.
100ml telephoto lens, 1000 sec at
F4 with 400 ISO
Image 2
A candid shot of 4-year-old Lilly
with out of focus background
200ml telephoto lens, 1000 sec at
F4 with 400 ISO
Image 3
Cassie and Lily posing in front of
the trees by the river.
200ml telephoto lens, 1000 sec at
F4 with 400 ISO
Image 4
Little Cassie is captured running
using a fast shutter speed.
100ml telephoto lens, 1000 sec at
F5.6 with 400 ISO

3
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BEN RAMCHARAN - listening
to the Nillumbik community
For over 10 years, Ben Ramcharan has loved
living in North Warrandyte. An active
advocate for his local community, Ben has
spent years working hard to make Nillumbik
an even better place to live.
“I feel so lucky to live in Nillumbik and I
want our home to retain its beauty,” he said.
“at’s why I’m running for Nillumbik
Council in this year’s election.
“North Warrandyte locals shouldn’t have
to put up with dangerous roads, poor
drainage, regular power cuts and unreliable
internet.
“Nearby, in Research, the local shopping
strip has been neglected by Council for too
long and roads, footpaths and crossings
have been poorly maintained, leading to
ﬂooding and unsafe driving and walking
conditions.
“As a councillor, my priority will be to
listen to what my community needs and
wants and to take action on it. A good
councillor will always ask ‘What matters to
you?’ and ‘What can I do about it?’.”
In the past, Ben has advocated tirelessly
for his community, including for improved
safety on Research-Warrandyte Road and
for better protection of the local
environment in Nillumbik. Now, he wants to
continue this work as a councillor.

Community Bank • Warrandyte

Community
Spirit Award
Open now

Ben is working hard on six key local issues:


Protect our Green Wedge Shire



Better value for ratepayers



Local Climate Emergency action



Safer roads, trails and paths



Quality services for families

Safeguard our wildlife
Ben would love to hear about what is
important to YOU. To learn more or to have
your say, you can get in touch via the details
below.
If you live in Nillumbik, Vote 1 Ben
Ramcharan this October for a councillor
who will listen and act.


The Community Spirit Award is open to a volunteer or
volunteer organisation who, either by individual endeavour
or organisational teamwork, has made a significant
contribution and real impact within our local community.
We wish to acknowledge and celebrate volunteers who
demonstrate the values of community spirit.
Open to residents of Warrandyte, North Warrandyte, Park
Orchards, Wonga Park and nearby surrounding suburbs.
Nominations can be made in branch or online and are
open until Friday 25 September.
Please contact Dee Dickson on 0414 505 533 or
community@warrandytecb.com.au for a nomination form.

bendigobank.com.au

BEN RAMCHARAN
P: 0476 175 359
E: ben@benramcharan.com
W: benramcharan.com
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Love where you live
RESTRICTED as we all have been to a 5km radius of our homes,
residents of Warrandyte and surrounds have been fortunate to have
this beautiful area to explore during lockdown.
The talented photographers who share their art through the
Warrandyte Nature Facebook page have provided the Diary with

some images that represent all that is magical about our 5kms.
Our beloved river, our beautiful trails, delightful flora and
charismatic fauna are all part of what makes Warrandyte special.
Through the lenses of these talented photograhers, Warrandyte is
revealed here in all its glory.

Photo: WAYNE RANKIN

Photo: LINDA BALASSONE

Photo: JANE COLLINS

Photo: KARLY GNIEL

Photo: CHARLOTTE ST
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LGBTI+: “I” is for intersex, not invisible
While many of us recognise
the “I” in LGBTI+, it seems
fewer k now what being
intersex actually means.
Diary correspondent, CHERIE
MOSELEN was surprised
when her long-term friend, a
former Warrandyte resident,
disclosed that he was intersex,
and what that entailed.

FROM THE AGE of eight, intersex male
Paul Byrne-Moroney realised his body
was different from that of his brothers
and other boys his age.
For years, a cruel nightmare cursed
his sleep — an intruder would enter
his bedroom, pull back the blankets,
look at his body and laugh.
Now 54, Paul tells of the distress
he endured, living as a stranger to
himself:
“Swimming with the family was
hard.
I would leave the pool and change,
ahead of my father and brothers.
I dreaded them seeing me naked.
I dreaded anyone seeing me naked.
I avoided sport, because it meant
undressing in locker rooms.
As a teenager, the stress of
comparing myself to the masculine
boys around me was excruciating.
It only reinforced my difference —
frankly, my ‘deformity’, as I saw it.”
Growing up, because of his pearshaped build and underdeveloped
testicles, Paul kept his body hidden.
He internalised his painful secret
until days became months and then
decades had passed.
He was almost 30 before he found
the courage to ask a doctor why he
looked and felt so different.
Paul learned that he had an extra “X”
sex chromosome — one of at least 40
known intersex variations.
It renders him infertile.
He will need testosterone
replacement therapy for the rest of
his life.
Just six years ago, Paul heard the
word “intersex” for the first time.
Since then, he has become a national
intersex advocate.
Most importantly, he has found a
community of people who accept,
support and understand him.
Paul is a “heterosexual male intersex
person”.
As a public speaker, he emphasises
the words “heterosexual” and “male”,
because intersex is incorrectly
but commonly linked with other
sexualities and nonbinary gender
identities.
While many of us recognise the “I”
in LGBTI+, it seems fewer know what
being intersex actually means.
It is one of several reasons why
intersex people feel misunderstood.
Simply put — intersex is not an
additional sexual or gender identity.
Intersex people are as sexually

and gender diverse as the broader
community.
Typically, humans are born with 46
chromosomes in 23 pairs.
The X and Y chromosomes
determine a person’s biological sex
— most women are 46XX and most
men, 46XY.
Intersex people are born with
naturally occurring chromosomal,
hormonal and/or anatomical
variations of their sex characteristics.
Paul’s particular intersex variation
means he has Klinefelter Syndrome.
Klinefelter Syndrome results when
a male child (typically XY) retains
an extra “X” sex chromosome at
conception, becoming XXY.
It i s t h e m o s t p re va l e nt s e x
chromosome variation and can occur
as often as one in 448 births.
The XXY intersex variation causes low
testosterone levels, underdeveloped
musculature, possible increased
breast tissue, hypogonadism (or small
testicles) and infertility.
Having XXY sex chromosomes
increases the risk of developing some
chronic health conditions, learning
difficulties and mental health issues,
including depression and low selfesteem.
Paul says:
“Being intersex accounted for
years of struggle at school, fear,
anguish and depression.
But with knowledge, I’ve slowly
grown to accept and embrace what
makes me different.
I’ve built self-confidence and
developed strategies to transcend
my limitations.”
At age 35, Paul went to university, got
a degree with honours and now works
in a state government department.
He has also become an advocate for
others like him.
He speaks at conferences, health
services and other organisations to
increase understanding of the lives
of intersex people — their nature,
diversity, challenges and strengths.
He is a member of the Victorian
Government Intersex Expert Advisory
Group, the Victorian Pride Centre
LGBTI community reference group
and his lo cal council LGBTI+
community working group.
While being misunderstood rates
highly on the scale of prejudice felt
by the intersex community, some
intersex people also endure physical
and emotional torture due to needless
and arguably unlawful surgical
interventions.
With some doctors still fashionably
asserting the gold standard of
appearance — looking more female
or male – some intersex people are
being denied their human rights from
the cradle.
Like everybody, intersex children
may experience health issues that
require a medical solution.
But, appearance-motivated surgical
interventions designed to “normalise”
genitalia are happening before

patients can give personal consent.
And they happen far too often.
Malta is the only country to ban such
surgeries.
However, last year the Tasmania
Law Reform Institute put a proposal
to the State Government which calls
for criminalising medical intervention
that changes the sex characteristics of
a non-consenting child.
It is estimated that 1.7 per cent
of the world’s population is born
with physical or chromosomal
sex characteristics not considered
“typical” by the medical community.
To put this in perspective — the
prevalence of people born intersex
is similar to that of people born with
red hair.
Paul believes no intersex child
should inherit the stigma of being
pronounced “abnormal” at birth:
“Imagine a doctor telling you that
because most children have blonde
or brown hair and your son has red
hair — meaning he may be teased
later on — you’ll need to fix his
‘abnormality’.
When doctors can give our
children hormones and operate on
their genitalia because we don’t fit
societal norms, we lose the right to
be who we are.
These wrongful attitudes need to
change.”
That’s supposing your intersex baby
wasn’t prenatally terminated.
Had Paul not been conceived prior
to preimplantation genetic diagnosis
(PGD) testing, he might not be here
today.
Professor of Gender and Sexuality
Studies, Dr Celeste Orr pointed out
in The Guardian: “…It is important
to acknowledge that using PGD to
select against culturally devalued
bodies, like those of people with
disabilities or who are intersex, is
simply a contemporary example of
eugenics”.
Historically — and some countries
are still dragging the chain — school
sex education classes have taught
biology almost solely using the terms
“male” and “female”.
There has been little in the way of
support for gender diversity, intersex
or sexual diversity.
That is changing.
However, not just in education, but
in healthcare, sport and work settings,
intersex people are experiencing
discrimination.
And it will continue, as long as
society wrongly believes that dealing
with “only” sexual and gender-diverse
issues is addressing the needs of the
intersex community.
Intersex Human Rights Australia
(IHRA) are campaigning for: “… access
to the same rights as endosex (nonintersex) people: bodily autonomy…
the right to a life without stigma and
discrimination... LGBT and LGBTI
are not synonyms, and we encourage
the deliberate use of specific terms
appropriate to each situation”.

Photo: PHOEBE HART
Paul Byrne-Moroney holding the intersex flag, alongside intersex friend

Released in 2017, the Darlington
Statement untangles the cobweb of
misconceptions shrouding intersex
lives.
Offering more than simply
understanding the textbook definition
of intersex, it asks us to consider:
“Who are intersex people and what
are their experiences?”
Intersex Awareness Day — marked
annually on 26 October — is an
internationally observed awareness
day designed to highlight the human
rights issues faced by intersex people.
As Australian Human R ights
Commissioner Edward Santow said
in a media statement:
“…It has become increasingly clear
that we need to do more to protect the
human rights of people with intersex
variations in Australia”.
Discovering the truth about his
intersex makeup was massive for Paul
Byrne-Moroney — self-awareness
empowered him; self-acceptance set
him free.
Being mindfully aware of the
diversity of our human community
encourages respect for each and every
one of us.
That sets us all free.
While people with sex chromosome
variations continue to feel
misrepresented, Paul says he will
work to keep the intersex conversation
alive:
“A l t h o u g h s o m e c h i l d h o o d
memories are painful, I’ve learned

Eight-year-old Paul, trying to
make himself look bigger

that when you talk from the head you
teach, but when you speak from the
heart, you touch.
“If I could go back and talk to that
scared little boy I was, I would tell
him: ‘You’re not a monster. It’s okay
to be different — your vulnerability is
your strength. You were born to make
a difference.’”
For more information or support
on intersex issues, you can contact
Intersex Peer Support Australia (IPSA).
A version of this article first
appeared in Independent Australia
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Itching to get back to the arts
By ADRIAN RICE
WELL, THE LAST time I wrote for the
Diary I was confidently spruiking the
return to the stage of our actors — so
much for that optimistic notion and
therefore, for more accurate crystal
ball predictions, you might want to
look elsewhere!
Despite the encumbrance of this
“anthropause” the members of the
Arts Association in Warrandyte have
not paused entirely, though generally
speaking most of their energy has been
expended getting creative in either the
garden or kitchen.
The theatre company has been busy
with online readings — Zoom allows
us to get through far more readings
than if we were meeting live.
Rehearsals are going ahead for
Love Letters which unfortunately
cannot be performed online due to
royalties restrictions — however, the

company has performed two shows
of an original play – The Providence
of Neighboring Bodies by Jean Ann
Douglass.
Delivering their lines online in front
of their computers, actors — Gloria
Rono, Erin Brass and Francesca Carl
did a fabulous job, directed by Grant
Purdy.
Presenting online has had
unintended pluses — we have had
viewers from South Africa, Kenya
and the author herself — Jean Ann
— joining us from New York prior to
her breakfast at 5:30am one Friday
morning and, of course, everyone was
sitting in the front row.
Other hall users have also been active
online including Nerida Kirov and her
choir, The Chocolate Lillies, as has Ben
Sawer and his Gojuryu Karate team.
Marion Cooper from the Life Painting
group points out however, that live

models just are not the same online
— “you might as well look at a photo”
She added that they are “champing at
the bit to get back to the real thing” —
which is just another way of putting it.
Closer to home there has been some
expansion of the committee that runs
the association and some tweaking of
our organisation is afoot.
After seven years of dedicated
guidance, David Tynan has vacated
the presidency and I have stepped into
what will now be known as The Chair
of the Warrandyte Arts Association and
Mechanics’ Institute.
With the larger committee we are
hoping to generate an increase in
arts activities to involve more of our
community — which, in the middle
of a pandemic lockdown might seem
optimistic, but this is nonetheless a
good time to start planning.
Our next endeavour is to involve

work by one of our newest residents.
Award winning playwright Emma
Wood moved into town a few months
ago (which is good for us) — just in
time to be locked down — and is keen
to get busy.

Warrandyte
takes centre stage
By EMMA WOOD
In times of trauma, fear and
confusion, people want to talk.
Warrandyte Theatre Company wants
to give voice to the real stories of local
people in the creation of a new play, to
be performed by local actors.
We hope to collaborate with locals in
a unique project to share our stories.
A 2020 Vision will be a collaborative
project initiated by myself, directed
by Susan Rundle, produced by Adrian
Rice and WTC, and written by you.

The project will launch with a Zoom
for locals to meet the team and ask
questions following which, a specific
WTC Facebook page will be created
where Emma will pose daily questions
which people can answer in a word, a
line or a paragraph.
We have all been on a rollercoaster
and have so much to share: the funny,
the ridiculous, right through to our
darkest moments.
While it will not be possible to include
every contribution, the play will reflect
a wide range of local voices.
Local actors will perform in a live
event online, complete with a Q&A.
Please keep an eye on the WTC
Facebook page, the Diary and the
WMIAA web page, and we will
publicise the details of the initial Zoom
very soon!

Warrandyte Theatre Zooms into our livingrooms
W A R R A N DY T E T h e a t r e
Company is treading the
virtual boards with a series
of readings and productions
conducted over Zoom.
For your entertainment, the
Diary’s regular reviews, BB &
HOGGY traded their Opera
glasses for comfy chairs and a
computer screens and joined
scores of theatre aficionados
for the first of a series of online
theatre productions.

review
By BRIONY BOTTARELLI
THERE’S NO business like
showbusiness, like no business I
know... and clearly the members of
the Warrandyte Theatre Company are
missing entertaining us, so they put on
a show, via Zoom.
As we sat comfortably in our
loungerooms, in front of open fires,
complete with a bottle of red, Grant
Purdy managed to direct three actors
in three different places.
No mean feat.
There was the occasional hick-up
with Zoom as it switched from actor
to actor too slowly, breaking the
continuity of conversations, but no
doubt this will be ironed out by the
next production.
A quirky little play, neighbours
getting to know neighbours — of one
kind or another!
Yes, confusion set in for me when
a beaver booked into Ronnie’s (Erin
Brass) Bed and Breakfast.
A beaver, really?

I knew nothing about beavers or
Providence, Rhode Island.
But, I do now!
Beavers are very helpful to the
environment, whilst being quite
destructive to human activity.
They create a variety of wetlands
beneficial to other wildlife, but in
the process can flood septic tanks,
woodlots, agricultural land, along
with consuming many varieties of
trees.
A bit like our deer.
Beavers were almost extinct in
the 1800s, their meat and fur being
very desirable for trade, but in 1976
a colony found its way to Rhode
Island, (which had by then been well
inhabited by the human race), and
today there are more beavers there
than there have been for the past
200 years, competing with humans
for land.
A love/hate relationship.
So, it seems, it was quite acceptable
for a beaver to book into a B&B.
It was also quite acceptable that the
beaver should be assumed the guilty
party when the police knocked on
the door inquiring about a broken

windscreen, which
had occurred when
neighbours Ronnie
and Dora — after
a few drinks —
accidentally threw
a can off the
balcony.
Black and white
unite over what they
perceive to be a bigger
threat — the beaver.
Another innocent beaver
arrested!
There is a dark underside here,
reaffirming that the fittest, most
able will survive at the expense of
the weaker or lesser in number and
strength.
Sad really, as the beavers have good
values, mating for life and keeping
their young at home for their first two
winters, until they are old enough to
find their own way.
A great job by Grant and Erin along
with fellow actresses, Francesca Carl
and Gloria Rono.
So... let’s go on with the show!

By DAVID HOGG
ONE HAS to hand it to
the Warrandyte Theatre
Company.
Following on
from their highly
successful, enjoyable
and enter taining
B u s h f i re C o n c e r t
i n l a t e Fe b r u a r y ,
and with the rest of
the year’s programme
scuppered by Coronavirus
restrictions, they have not been
sitting around idly.
In a courageous decision and in
complete contrast they have staged
The Providence of Neighboring Bodies
via Zoom in August with two separate
performances.
The first per for mance had 44
subscribers and given that many of the
audience would have their partners
watching it was probably seen by
well over 100 viewers over the two
performances.
This play, by Jean Ann Douglass is an
American dark comedy about female
friendship and the danger of lingering
prejudices and is ably directed here by

Grant Purdy.
It is eminently suited to a Zoom
rendering, as there are only three
performers and each actor, seated,
presents their monologues with just one
person on the screen talking at any time.
All three actors are well known to
Warrandyte audiences.
Gloria Ronno plays Dora, Erin Brass
plays Ronnie, her neighbour, and
Francesca Carl plays Jane, Ronnie’s
Airbnb guest (although why she is
painted up as a beaver, I am not sure).
These three are meticulous
performers, each fully embodying their
characters and playing them with utter
sincerity, despite the surreal setting.
I and my wife sat through the first
45 minutes of the performance, then
realising that the storyline did not
exactly captivate us, and even worse
there was to be no interval with Choc
Tops served, we gave up.
But anyway, plaudits go to WTC for
taking the initiative in these difficult
times.
We all look forward greatly to happier
times when live theatre can return,
and we can then all thoroughly enjoy
Calendar Girls.
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Mick Woiwod

March 31, 1929 – August 26, 2020
The wattles are in bloom and now it is my time to fly with Bunjil
vale
TRIBUTES have flowed for local
historian and founder of the Nillumbik
Reconciliation Group, Mick Woiwod,
who died on August 26, at the age of 91.
Mick was born in Ferntree Gully in
1929 during the Great Depression.
His parents were London born
Alfred and Gertrude Woiwod (nee
Rosenbrook).
Mick spent his formative years in
Frankston.
A description in the school magazine
included the phrase “Michael says little
but thinks a lot”.
He married wife Marg in 1954 and
children followed in quick succession
with Louise and Christine born in
1956, Graeme 1958 and Deborah the
following year.
In the seventies Mick signed up
for a Council of Adult Education
course in Archaeology through the
University of Melbourne and attended
summer camps at Wood Wood on the
Murray and Yambuk beyond Port Fairy
that opened up a window into the
mysterious Aboriginal world.
This later led to further courses in
geology and little did he know then that
he would one day be writing a book,
opening up to today’s world how the
Aboriginal people had seen the land of
the Yarra Valley of which they had long
formed its most important element.
In the late 70s a friend mentioned to
Mick that they had just purchased land
in the Bend of Islands, which followed
an offer for them to have a picnic on
the new block.
Driving the last kilometre, Mick
described: “at last I was home”.
At the age of 60 Mick enrolled in a
Bachelor of Arts course in Australian
History, which he completed in 1991.
While still at university he started
a booklet about Christmas Hills first
settler Joseph Stevenson.
This soon assumed major book
proportions and was called Once Around
the Sugarloaf: The Transformation of a
Victorian Landscape and the story of its
People and launched at the Christmas
Hills in Primary School in 1992.
This also was the beginning of many
an unveiling of commemorative rocks
and plaques.
Over the last 30 years he has
researched and written over 25 books,
most of these on the history of the
Yarra Valley’s Indigenous people, in
particular the story of Coranderrk

Aboriginal Station in Healesville.
All through his life, Mick searched for
the truth about Victoria’s Indigenous
people, always determined to fill in
the missing layer of Victoria’s history.
He was Founding President, and later
patron of Nillumbik Reconciliation
Group (NRG).
NRG President Jan Aitken paid
tribute:
“It was a vision for him of a group
of people who would work together
to promote reconciliation with the
Traditional Owners of land which
included Nillumbik Shire, the
Wurundjeri people.
For Mick, reconciliation covered
acknowledgment: he was
instrumental in having the Shire
give its regular acknowledgement at
all Shire meetings.
It meant information: we need
to know more about the lives of
Wurundjeri pre-settlement and
their lives after invasion of their
lands by squatters, gold miners, and
settlers.
Mick researched these topics
constantly over the last 30 years or
so.
I read his first book, The Last Cry
when I arrived in Eltham in 1998.
It was that book which set me on the
track of reconciliation.
Mick compiled his research into
early original records into two
large databases, Birrarung and
Coranderrk, each with a searchable
CD.
He then had copies distributed to
all the schools in Nillumbik, at his
expense.
Each of Mick’s books had two or
three launches so that as wide a
population as possible could know
about them.
NRG was there for most of these.
They are solid volumes, filled with
history, story, imagination and love
for Wurundjeri.
A book he struggled with and
worked on for years was the story of
Coranderrk.
Not only the story of Simon Wonga,
William Barak and Rev John Green
and the success of the farming
enterprise, Mick went further.
He explored what had happened to
bring an end to Coranderrk as an
Aboriginal reserve.
Barak and the Black Hats of
Melbourne was the result, a moving
tragedy of political takeover by
ruthless men in the Victorian

Acclimatisation Society.
This is a story not told in history
books to date.
Mick also liked to have markers on
the land so that the Aboriginal story
was firmly acknowledged in ways
that would remain.
Go down to the end of the Boulevard
in North Warrandyte and you will
find a rock there with a plaque
commemorating the area as an
Aboriginal reserve where the last
corroboree was held.
Walk in Kangaroo Ground
Cemetery and find a large rock with
a plaque acknowledging the place
as an earlier Aboriginal campsite
near a spring which still flows.
And on the Eltham-Yarra Glen Road,
the Gawa Wurundjeri Resource
Trail was established on a Mick
initiative.
The Barak Short Story competition
was run by the NRG in the early
years of the new millennium.
Mick wanted children who were
writing stories about Wurundjeri
life to have a hands on experience of
what the land provided.
The Gawa Trail was built in
partnership with Wurundjeri,
the Shire and Parks Victoria and
remains today as an important
community resource.
I recall with affection the urgency
and passion with which Mick
pursued a story he was researching.
It was this passion and drive which
fed the NRG.
Even when he had retired from
being President, Mick was there:
at meetings, at events, speaker,
honoured guest, author, elder.
His legacy continues to inspire.
He has given us a significant

example of what reconciliation
requires: passion, commitment,
honesty.
Thank you Mick for your gifts all of
us.”
Fellow historian and founder of
Reconciliation Manningham, Jim
Poulter, said Mick Woiwod was a good
friend, colleague and collaborator for
more than 40 years.
“He made an invaluable, indelible
and unique contribution to the telling
of our local Indigenous history.
“He was a kindred spirit and I will
miss our always animated chats,” said
Jim.
Mick was also the co-founder of the
Andrew Ross Museum at Kangaroo
Ground and member of both the
Warrandyte and the Eltham District
Historical Societies.
Mi ck s e r ve d o n t h e Ad v i s o r y
Committee for the Kangaroo Ground
Tower for 14 years, which saw the
reserve brought up to its present highly
commendable state.
This introduced a new fire-spotting
cabin complete with spiral stairway
as replacement for the ancient steep
ladder to the top-deck, plus the iconic
Moor-rul Viewing Platform with
displays which speak of the Hill’s
Wurundjeri Story to the thousands who
now visit the site each year.
Jim Connor, President of Eltham
District Historical Society told the
Diary:
“Mick, as he was usually known…
comprehensively researched
and wrote extensively about
European settlement in the Eltham
and Kangaroo Ground districts,
particularly commenting on the
resulting impact on the local
Wurundjeri clan.
He was honoured with the name
Murrup Ngooloo ‘Spirit Voice’ and
his work helped raise the awareness
of settlement activities of the
early pioneers of the area, while
concentrating on highlighting the
adverse reactions their introduced
lifestyles had on the original
inhabitants.
In researching and recording
this information, Mick’s legacy
is a valuable resource of local
Indigenous history, culture and
practices, particularly for current
and future history researchers.
Mick was a decisive initiator of
change in respect of practices
and attitudes towards our earliest
inhabitants.”

Warrandyte Historical Society also
paid tribute to Mick.
Society Secretary, Valerie Polley said:
“Warrandyte Historical Society
was saddened by the news of the
death of Mick Woiwood, a leading
advocate for Aboriginal history of
the local area.
As a past member of the Society,
Mick together with wife Margaret,
were keen supporters over many
years.
Mick loved to share his passion and
great knowledge of local Aboriginal
history especially with children
during school visits.
Truly a sad loss.”
Nillumbik Councillors paid their
respects to Mick.
Mayor Karen Egan said Mr Woiwod
would be sadly missed by all who
knew him.
“Mick was a true champion of history
and heritage, a passionate advocate
for Indigenous rights, and a revered
member of the Nillumbik community,”
Cr Egan said.
Cr Jane Ashton said:“Mick was a
scholar and a gentleman, reading
his books added significantly to my
understanding of this area.
“From the first peoples, the squatters,
gold miners and farmers, to the
present-day story of The Bend of
Islands Community, he brought the
place alive and put people into the
landscape.
“Passionate about the history,
devoted to using his writing to shed
light on the suffering of the Aboriginal
people and the founder of our
Nillumbik Reconciliation Group Mick
was a champion for truth and justice.
“I was privileged to have met him,
enjoyed very much listening to him,
and can only imagine the gap he has
left in the lives of those who knew him
for so much longer than I did.”
He may be gone but never forgotten
and the legacy of his books, knowledge
of Australian Aboriginal history and the
passion will live on in many for years
to come.
Mick’s funeral was held on
September 3 and was livestreamed.
Those interested can view the
livestream at oneroomstreaming.
com/family-and-friends until midOctober.
Contact the Diary for login details.
Thanks to the Woiwod family for
their assistance in telling Mick’s
story.

Place names and meanings in Manningham
Birrarung stories
By JIM POULTER
THERE ARE many Aboriginal place
names in our municipality.
Creeks, parks, streets, roads and
suburbs bear Aboriginal names, but
we are often unaware of their historical
meaning.
However, some of our Aboriginal
street names are not local, but have
been imported from other Aboriginal
languages.
One example of this is Mundara Drive
(Mundarra) in Ringwood.
It means “mighty fist” in a Sydney
language.
I only know this because a friend of
mine from Sydney gave his son that
name.
So, I will try to restrict myself to names
that are from the local Woiwurung
language.
The first name to be disqualified under
this criterion is therefore the Yarra,
which forms the boundary between

Manningham and Nillumbik.
As explained in a previous article, this
is a Sydney word meaning waterfall
and it came from two of John Batman’s
Sydney guides in September 1835, when
they saw the Queen Street falls.
We start where Koonung Creek meets
the Yarra.
I have a document from 1858 that
gives a different name for the creek of
Kooniniong, but I do not know what
that means.
However, any Woiwurrung person will
tell you what Koonung means.
It refers to that mythical creek you are
up in a barbwire canoe without a paddle,
and it is not Ship Creek.
The story, for which I have not yet
found any documentary evidence, is
that Chinese market gardeners began
operating in Box Hill North in the 1850s.
They used septic water to grow the
vegetables and the run-off polluted the
creek so badly that it was called Koonung
by local Aboriginal people.
It is still today the most polluted
creek in Melbourne, even though it is
barrelled and runs under the Eastern
Freeway.

The suburb of Bulleen gets its name
from a story of two Ancestor Heroes,
Barwool and Yan Yin, who rested there
after they had cut the Warrandyte and
Plenty gorges to free their land from
water.
They then continued on to cut the Kew
gorge and the water flowed out to form
Port Phillip Bay.
Bulleen therefore means resting place.
The nearby Bolin-Bolin Billabong also
derives its name from this story.
This was the site of large inter-tribal
gatherings, so Bolin-Bolin means long
resting place.
It has alternatively been suggested that
Bolin-Bolin means lyrebird, but this is
only because it sounds somewhat like
Buln-Buln, the word for lyrebird.
However, the lyrebird is ground
dwelling and its habitat is alpine rain
forests.
Bulleen is certainly not an alpine
rain forest and the river flats were also
subject to annual flooding, so grounddwelling birds could not have survived
there.
Warringal Park is on the other side of
the river from Heide Museum in Bulleen

and the meaning of this name is often
quoted as meaning jumping dog.
However, Warringal means “dog
jumped up”, which denotes a particular
use of English by Aboriginal people.
The term “jumped up” in fact means
coming back to life after being seemingly
dead.
This makes even more sense when you
know that to tumble down means to die.
In other words, Aboriginal people
often died on their feet, but sometimes
then “jumped up” and kept going.
Along Templestowe Road opposite
Finns Reserve, there is a little park on the
side of the hill with a most appropriate
name of Bimbadeen, which means side
of the hill.
At the junction of the Mullum Mullum
Creek and the Yarra is Tikilara Park
which means spirit of place.
As far as I know, Mullum Mullum
means “many white butterflies”.
I have often written before about my
admiration for Simon Wonga, so I will
only briefly mention that Wonga Park
was named after him in the mid 1850s.
This was in recognition of his skill as
a leader of men and a horse whisperer.

Lastly, we come to Warrandyte, which
is often given as an Aboriginal name that
derives from a story about Bunjil being
angry with his people, then hurling a
star at the ground that blocked the river
and flooded the land.
Unfortunately, this does not ring true
to me at all.
The story is more redolent of a vengeful
and interventionist Old Testament
Jehovah, not Booriel, who according
to William Barak was an infinite being
beyond human comprehension.
Being sceptical of this seemingly
latter-day biblical story I have searched
the available documentation and have
found many meanings for the word
warran.
It can mean red, small hills, saltwater,
young man and wombat, but not
throwing.
I could also find no reference to ‘dyte’
which seems suspiciously like a Celtic
word.
Coincidently it was the Scotsman
Jimmy Dawson who called his property
“Warrandyte” on arriving in 1840.
So, if anybody can shed any further
light, please let me know.
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A framework for surviving the challenges of COVID-19
finance
By BRIAN SPURRELL
THIS MONTH’S article moves away
from the customary focus on tax tips and
tax information and is dedicated to my
readers who may be struggling to cope
with the pressures and uncertainties
we are experiencing under the ravages
of COVID-19.
Resilience and wellness are key
concepts I explore in the holistic lifeplanning sessions I usually hold with
my clients.
Good financial planning is about
having a holistic approach, and the
lessons we learn from holistic lifeplanning can be applied to surviving
the challenges of COVID-19.
The tasks we face of surviving both
the financial and health impacts
of COVID-19 are more likely to be
successful if we focus on and accept
the importance of building up our
resilience and our wellness.
Resilience and wellness
I will define resilience as simply the
degree of willingness to overcome
obstacles.
Re s i l i e n c e d e ve l o p s f ro m t h e
knowledge and experience of how to
cope in spite of setbacks, barriers or
limited resources and the ability to
bounce back when things do not go
to plan.
It also requires good mental health,
sustained positive emotional strength,
good physical fitness and physical
health.
Obviously, there is no magic drug
to take in order to develop resilience,
but developing a history of surviving
challenges helps.
Those who have coped with disasters,
such as the loss of their home through
a bushfire, the death of a child or life
partner, or overcome severe physical
or mental disabilities, will understand
what resilience is.
Those who have survived wartime
and recessions/depressions will
also understand the importance of
resilience.
Wellness could be viewed as a
pathway to — or the process of —
becoming aware of and making choices
toward a healthy and fulfilling life.
Once achieved, it is a state of complete
physical, mental, and social wellbeing
supported by beliefs, principles, and
values that give meaning, purpose, and
direction to our lives.
Walking the road
As is the case with world wars,
financial depressions and recessions,
bushfires, droughts, floods and plagues,
we can be certain that it will end, so
instead of asking “how long will it
take?” we should be asking “how can
we manage the journey?”.
There is only one road out, and we are
all on the same road, but how we walk
this road is important.
We ca n wa lk i t rea c ti ve ly , or
proactively.
If you choose to travel reactively, you
will sit and wait and when the situation
affects you in whatever shape or form,
you then react to it by borrowing
money, calling your accountant, calling
on a friend or family member, visiting
a medical practitioner or a psychiatrist
or simply panicking.
If you choose to travel proactively, you
will be thinking ahead, planning what
outcomes or goals you want, thinking
through how you are going to get there,
and when and how it will occur.
Planning in proactive mode
Most successful businesses and
entities have a plan or a budget.
How else could you know how you
are tracking if you do not have a plan
to compare your actual outcomes
against?
So, now let us apply these concepts
to the family unit, couple or individual
level.
In many other areas of our life; holiday,
bushfire, household budgets, we often
have a plan in place to maximise the
outcome.
Regardless of whether you plan, or
live from-day-to-day, if there was ever
a time to be planning ahead, it is now.

Emotional health plan
There is a strong likelihood you or a
member of your family may experience
a bout of depression or a sense of
helplessness, experience the loss of
your job or business, a breakdown in
a relationship, children not coping
with home-based learning, or it all just
getting too much to deal with.
Are you going to wait until the
situation reaches crisis point, or will
you work on a contingency plan?
Even just a list of health professionals,
support services such as Beyond Blue
or your GP, along with their contact
details, may suffice as a plan.
Talking through your feelings and
concerns with a trusted friend or family
member is usually a positive starting
point, as you are acknowledging that
you have a problem, that you are willing
to talk to someone about it, rather
than just internalising your pain and
retreating to within yourself.
There may also be things you could
plan to do to assist in reducing stress
levels either in your person or your
household, such as walking your dog,
or offering to walk your neighbour’s
dog, or even considering buying a pup
to nurture.
Other alternatives you may consider
in your plan might be taking up yoga,
meditation — or even a relaxing
massage.
The important thing is to have thought
ahead in “what if” mode, and recorded
some notes and discussed it with your
partner, family or friend.
You may also keep an eye out for
Stephanie Foxley’s monthly Mental
Health column or Maree Zimny’s
Wellness column.
Physical health plan
It is widely acknowledged that there is
a strong connection between physical
health and emotional health.
A regular cardio work-out seems
to kick in the endorphins which can
relieve stress and produce feelings of
wellbeing.
In my case, I have found on the days
I have a one hour workout first thing
in the morning that I am cognitively
sharper and better equipped to deal
with the more challenging mental
demands of the day.
I have observed over the years a
number of people who have
experienced major emotional traumas
and have taken up walking or jogging,
even running in marathons as a means
of coping with their depression or loss
of self-worth.
I strongly recommend you put
together a physical exercise plan that
embraces a range of exercises including
cardio.
You may have to be more creative
while confined to home by using
substitute objects to facilitate certain
exercise routines.
You may also wish to check out Chris
Sharp’s monthly Fitness column for
some great ideas.
Human contact plan
Stage 4 restrictions are challenging
and the drastic change in lifestyle can
exacerbate feelings of aloneness and
isolation which can impact on our
emotional health.
It is therefore important to use
the digital and visual media such as
FaceTime, Skype and Zoom to regularly
stay in touch.
Plan to contact family and friends at
regular times and do not be reluctant
to discuss how you are coping with
everyday challenges.

Sometimes, comforting exchanges
between family and friends that are
experiencing similar challenges can
be just as therapeutic as a visit to a
psychologist or counsellor.
Financial plan
Finally, we need to address the
most challenging aspect of surviving
COVID-19 and that is finance.
When we refer to finance in this
context, it embraces the income you
earn from employment, your business,
your investments, plus your access
to borrowed funds through mortgage
loans, and other forms of bank finance,
credit card and pay later finance, and
assets you own that could be sold to
release funds such as investments,
superannuation, financial support from
family, friends, your community and
the government in the form of pensions,
JobKeeper, JobSeeker and numerous
other types of support currently listed
at dhhs.vic.gov.au/financial-supportcoronavirus-covid19.
Once again, I hope you will choose
to travel proactively and prepare a
financial plan for your household and
for your business if you have one.
The greater the uncertainty we face,
the more crucial it is to plan ahead
rather than wait for financial disaster to
hit you unexpectedly, with no pathway
to guide your financial decision making.
A good financial plan should enable
us to project where our financial
resources may be sourced from and
how much we may need to fund our
projected expenditure.
Available financial resources are what
fuels our daily activities and needs in
the same way as petrol or diesel fuels
your travel needs.
If you run out of fuel your vehicle
grinds to a halt.
The same drama can occur in your
home if you run out of access to
financial resources, so your financial
plan in this time of great uncertainty
should take top priority.
A useful starting point if you do not
already have a personal or household
budget in place is to go on to the
ATO website (ato.gov.au) and look
for the personal living expenses
comprehensive worksheet (NAT 7295912.2015).
Alternatively, for an excellent and
more sophisticated budget planner
with the option of using an excel based
spreadsheet go to moneysmart.gov.au/
budgeting/budget-planner.
Tips on preparing a budget
1. Select the most appropriate time
frame, weekly, fortnightly or
monthly, depending upon your pay
period or most convenient period
for estimating your cash flows and
convert all income and expenditure

amounts to the equivalent amount
per period.
2. Access the last 12 months bank
statements and credit card
statements and any other necessary
supporting documents in order to
build a record of past actual income
and expenditure for the time period
chosen.
3. Sort your expenditure items
into those that are essential or
unavoidable and those that are
discretionary.
4. Use your historical data as the
starting point in estimating your
budgeted amounts for the first
period of your budget.
5. Ask yourself whether the historical
amounts are likely to be repeated
or not, and note why your estimates
are expected to differ e.g. now
working from home or children are
learning from home.
6. Amounts received or paid quarterly
or annually etc., will need to be
entered into the period they are
expected to be received or paid so
your net cash flow will vary up or
down each period accordingly.
7. Structure your budget to take you
through to December 31, 2020 at
least and subsequently extend it to
March 31, and finally June 30, 2021.
8. There is a lot of merit in monitoring
your actual monthly receipts and
payments against your budget
estimates and where necessary
revising your estimates for future
periods so that your finance plan
becomes a living plan.

Preparing a personal or household
budget is important because it will
inform you — ahead of time — when
you may be able to bank surplus cash
flow to cover future commitments,
or in the absence of cash reserves
to draw down on, allow you to plan
forward, proactively, and work on
where the additional cash can be found,
be it selling down shares, seeking
additional paid work, cutting out
certain discretionary expenditures, or
discussing your financial needs with
your bank, instead of just taking a punt
on providence.
The content of this article is not
intended to be relied upon as
professional advice.
It reflects insights I have gained
from my experience as an educator,
small business owner, practicing
accountant and custodian of
my parents’ and grandmothers’
respective recollections of surviving
the privations and challenges,
resulting from two world wars, the
Spanish flu epidemic and the 1930s
depression.
Their stories have left me with a
deep appreciation of how resilience
and wellness are so essential
for survival when the unknown
overwhelms our consciousness.
Brian Spurrell FCPA, CTA,
Registered Tax Agent.
Director, Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd
0412 011 946
www.ptasaccountants.com.au
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what’s open
The Warrandyte Diary team understand the importance of community. Our What’s Open guide will help you connect with local businesses. So whether you need a personal trainer
or a solicitor, ideas for dinner or a birthday present. Living and shopping locally benefits not only your own health, but ensures our businesses do not simply survive, but thrive. Note:
this list is compiled by the editorial team on information available at time of publishing. Please remember to support our regular advertisers, listed throughout the paper.

Food & beverage
Produce

Aumanns at Warrandyte
150 Harris Gully Road, Warrandyte
9844 3464
aumannsproduce.com.au
Monday – Friday, 7am–6pm
Saturday – Sunday, 8am–5pm
Quinton’s SUPA IGA
Goldfields Plaza
9844 3089
info@quintonsiga.com.au
www.quintonsiga.com.au
Monday – Sunday, 7am–7pm
Delivery or click-and-collect
available
Aisles are one-way,
Face mask policy in place.
Customer limits in place.
Warrandyte Bakery
193–197 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 1809
Monday – Sunday, 7am–5:30pm
Pies, bread, coffee, cakes
Warrandyte Hot Bread
Goldfields Plaza
Monday–Saturday, 7:30am–5pm
Sunday, 7:30am–2:30pm
Warrandyte Quality Meats
Goldfields Plaza
9844 1563
Monday – Friday, 7am–6pm
Saturday, 7am–1pm

Take away and
Delivery
Bocca Italian Pizzaria
104 Melbourne Hill Road,
Warrandyte
9844 0396
From 5pm, Tuesday –Sunday
ember
152 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5548
info@emberdining.com.au
www.emberdining.com.au
Wednesday – Sunday, 4pm – 8pm
Weekends, 9am – 12noon, coffee
Fondata
150 Eltham-Yarra Glen Road,
Kangaroo Ground
9712 0752
www.fondata1872.com
Take away and heat-at-home
Friday–Sunday, 4pm–8pm
Mings
6/92 Melbourne Hill Road,
Warrandyte
9844 2288
Tuesday–Sunday, 4:30pm–7:15pm
Nardee Indian Restaurant
282 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 3674
Seven nights, 5:30pm–10pm

Seafood by the Yarra
162 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 4144
Tuesday – Sunday,
11:30am–7:30pm
Vanilla Orchid
188 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5778
www.vanillaorchid.com.au
Tuesday – Sunday,
Lunch: 12pm–3pm
Dinner: 5pm–7:30pm
West End Fish and Chips
94 Melbourne Hill Road,
Warrandyte
9844 2624
Tuesday – Sunday, 5pm–7:30pm

Ready meals
Blue Pear Pantry
0415 170 733
deb@bluepearpantry.com.au
www.bluepearpantry.com.au
Award winning pies & sausage rolls
delivered. ready to heat & eat

Coffee
Cafe Z
1530 Main Road, Research
9437 2022
Monday – Friday 7am–3pm
Saturday, 7am–2:30pm
Cafe and take home meals
Cocoa Moon
166 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5081
Monday–Friday, 8:30am–3:30pm
Saturday, Sunday 9am – 4:30pm
Food for all Seasons
254 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 2780
Monday – Sunday, 8am–4pm
Take away food, coffee and cakes
Now and Not Yet Cafe
148 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 0994
Open 7 days, 9am–2pm
Coffee and food
River View Cafe
262 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 3337
Monday – Saturday, 6am–4:30pm
Sunday, 7am–4:30pm
White Owl
Goldfields Plaza
9844 5124
Monday – Friday, 6:30am–2pm
Saturday 8am–1pm

Bottleshop
The Hops & Vine Australian
242 Yarra St, Warrandyte
9844 5590
Monday – Saturday, 11am–8pm
Sunday, 11am–6pm

Gifts
Calla Collective
142 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 3969
www.callacollective.com.au
callacollective@gmail.com
Arts and crafts, gifts
Online orders, free local delivery
Douglas and Hope
6/92 Melbourne Hill Road,
Warrandyte
8839 6847
Online orders, click and collect
Minnie & Lou
0434 841 530
minnieandlou.com.au
Face masks, eco gift stationery,
wheat bags.
Made in Warrandyte
Postal deliver for all orders

Home Services
emergency and critical repairs
A1 Fix Plumbing
0438 537 773
Commercial, Domestic and
Industrial plumbing
Albatross Pools
9844 3114
albatrosspools.com.au
226 Heidelberg-Warrandyte Road,
Warrandyte
Click & collect or delivery
Remote pool water testing
Pool equipment repairs
BMC Tree Services
Ben McLean 0417 364 178
Tree removal, tree surgery
Bond Locksmiths
9877 7844
Locksmiths — Domestic,
commercial, automotive and safes
Carr-pentry and Home
Maintenance
Dan Carr
0425 400 359
Dytes Plumbing
0408 547 949
dytesplumbing.com.au
Plumbing and gas fitting
H2Pro Plumbing
9844 1444
24 Hour emergency assistance.
MDT Electrical
0422 496 799
Commercial, residential and
industrial electrical services
Mr Grumpy’s Repairs and
Painting
0420 969 965
grumpyrepairsandpainting@gmail.
com
Home maintenance

Research Septic Tank Cleaning
9437 0108 or 0407 337 359
60 Research Road, Research
Select Metal Roofing
0411 267 490
Licenced roof plumbers
Warrandyte Glass
9879 0373 or 0418 369 294
All types of glass, glazing, mirrors
and shower screens

Garden
Friends of Warrandyte State Park

(FOWSP) Nursery

The Pound, Warrandyte
Online orders www.fowsp.org.au
nursery@fowsp.org.au
Riverside Sand and Soil
1 Mahoneys Court, Warrandyte
9844 3329
Monday – Friday, 7am–5pm
Saturday, 8am-3pm
Delivery or click and collect only
Warran Glen Nursery
373 Ringwood – Warrandyte Road,
Warrandyte
9844 3027
www.warranglen.com.au
Nursery, phone orders only

Personal Services
Hopetoun Natural Therapies
9879 0370
3/616 Park Road, Park Orchards
Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays
9am – 5pm

Professional
Eyes On Warrandyte
Goldfields Plaza
9844 4422
Optometrists
Tue, Thurs, Fri 10am-5pm
Saturday, 9am-1pm
Jellis Craig Real Estate
Chris Chapman 0421 736 592
Mandy Berenyi 0413 841 259
jelliscraig.com.au
John Roberts and Associates
9844 2661
Certified Practicing Accountants
Shop 5, 35-37 Drysdale Road,
Warrandyte
PTAS Accounting
9844 2409
Certified Practicing Accountants
Business accounting specialists
ptasaccountants.com.au
Rush and Hampshire
9844 4646
163 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Baristers and Solicitors
Telephone and video
appointments
Warrandyte Community Bank
142 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 2233
Banking, investments, insurance
Monday – Friday 9:30am – 5pm

Ivory Hearing
9844 5863
Shop 5, 90 Melbourne Hill Road,
Warrandyte
Audiologists, Hearing aids
Monday–Friday, 9:15am–4pm
Lavrin and Lawrence
9846 3811
1 Milne Street, Templestowe
Virtual consultations available.
Warrandyte Osteopathy
Shop 2, 90 Melbourne Hill Road,
Warrandyte
9844 2465
Open 6 days a week

Stay Safe
Stay at home
Wash your hands
Wear a mask/face covering
Keep 1.5 metres apart

Pet care
Canine Coiffure
0418 028 018
Pet grooming
Dogdayz
9844 3292
Day care and boarding for dogs.
Warrandyte Vets
9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Road,
Warrandyte

OPEN FOR
BUSINESS?
Contact us to
discuss listings
and advertising
info@
warrandytediary.
com.au

Feeling unwell?
Do not go to work
Go and get tested ASAP
Stay at home &
await your results

WARRANDYTE
GLASS
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294
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Good neighbours
By EMMA EDMONDS

HERE’S HOPING that come Term 4, we
are going to be back in the Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House and seeing you
all again.
However, knowing that things could
well change from day to day, we have
made some special plans for the term.
First up we are going to be offering a
selection of our classes for FREE – yes
completely free.
Our core mission is to connect

people, promote health and wellbeing
and offer opportunities for education
in its broadest sense.
In the current times we think these
things are more important than ever
and want to support our community
as much as possible.
So, where we can, we will provide
classes for free in Term 4.
We will also be hosting free morning
teas and lunches throughout the term,
offering free digital literacy classes for
the 50 + age group and if restrictions
continue, putting classes online.
We want to provide as many
opportunities as possible for
community members to get together.
For Term 4, there will be changes to
how you can book your classes.
As class sizes are likely to be
restricted, along with the potential
for last minute changes, we won’t be
taking bookings for the whole term,

rather two-week blocks.
This will also help keep what are
likely to be limited spots open, when
people find they can’t attend every
session.
Keep an eye on the Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House website and
Facebook page for details.
Hope to see you soon.

DIARY CLASSIFIEDS
PUBLIC NOTICES

VOLUNTEERS WANTED

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP
Take note that the partnership formerly
subsisting between Georgia Hooper
& Travis Hooper, previously carrying
on business under the trading name
‘Tree Pride Tree Services’ from the
premises situated at 3 Boyd Street,
North Warrandyte, was dissolved on
31 August 2020.
This is a notice for the purposes of
section 40 and 41 of the Partnership
Act 1958.

VOLUNTEER GRAPHIC ARTIST
Warrandyte Theatre Company are
looking for a volunteer designer for an
initiative showcasing stories of local
people. Interested? Contact us and
we can send you an outline of the
project. Deadline for submissions,
September, 18, 2020.
Contact:
warrandytetheatre@gmail.com
CONTRIBUTORS WANTED
The WD Bulletin is a new publication
produced by the team at Warrandyte
Dairy.
We are looking for volunteer reporters,
photographers and cartoonists who
would like to contribute.
Expressions of interest can be sent to:
bulletin@warrandytediary.com.au

SERVICES
CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely in style & comfort. Airport
transfer, parties, weddings. City &
suburb to suburb. Up to 8 passengers
& luggage. Call Clive for bookings
0412 556 801.

Letters to the Diary must include full name, address and
phone number, even if not intended for publication. Content
may be edited for reasons of style, length or legality.
editor@warrandytediary.com.au

your say
Flying a flag of happiness

Thank you, Jo

Pine trees a growing hazard

Dear Diary
I live in Drysdale Road and a few
weeks ago a colourful little package
was delivered to my letterbox, and to
all the residents in the street.
What a joy it was to unravel some
Tibetan prayer flags.
I was curious to know the meaning
behind the flags and found out that
they are traditionally believed to
bring happiness, peace, prosperity,
good fortune, health and victory over
obstacles.
Perfect for our current times.

Dear Diary

Two days after the windstorms on
Thursday, August 27,
We have no electricity
No hot water
No heating
No internet
No TV
Our water is contaminated, we have
been warned NOT to drink it.
AND aren’t allowed to go OUT!!
As of Saturday (August 29), there have
been three trees down across roads
since Thursday afternoon.
A tree in Daintree Ave is still across the
road and on the neighbour’s house
(it must have missed the “no visitors
allowed during COVID” message).
There’s is one tree across Park Road
at Paddys Lane near Whitefriars and
another across the road at Brucedale
Ave, Park Orchards.

Over the next week the prayer flags
popped up strung between trees,
around trees, on fences and hanging
from eves.
They bring a smile to my face every
time I venture out.
So ,who is the lovely person responsible
for such an inclusive and thoughtful
gesture?
Thank you Petrina Dodds-Buckley
your act of kindness is appreciated by
your Drysdale Road friends.
Carmel Arnold
Drysdale Road

During this difficult time of lock up
Jo Pearson has been doing a great job
keeping up the spirits of the residents
of Mitchell Ave.
Last Sunday she entertained us with a
“concert” from her verandah.
People sat on their verandah or stood
well-spaced along the street in the
beautiful sunshine, listening to a wide
selection of songs.
When we have been so limited to live
entertainment it uplifted the spirits
no end.
Thanks Jo
Barbara Reid
Mitchell Avenue, Warrandyte

Paul’s house

Sadly, we are still without power and
it is not expected on until at least 10
pm Sunday night (August 30) but with
the tree across the road and power
line down I’m not thinking that will
happen.
I feel all the pines in Park Orchards are
at the end of life, rotten and need to go.
It’s only time before someone gets hurt
or worse.
And I feel a bigger problem is going to
be the septic in Park Orchards.
75 houses still affected.
Sewerage treatment plants need power
it’s now 36 hours and going to be at
least another 36.
Can septic treatment plants last 75+
hours without running??
Jan Kerr
Park Orchards

Dear Diary

I am the current owner of the ‘beloved
bluestone house’ built by Paul
Williams.
We bought it from him in 2006
and have lived here since.
Paul was a lovely man and we had
contact with him on and off over the
years.
I have often thought about what
Paul would think whenever
we made any changes.
We still have Paul’s work-table
spattered with paint which he used
for his animation work.
I am so saddened to hear of his death.
L i k e Pa u l , w e h av e t w o s o n s
and living in this house and
property has given us great joy.
Paul once said to me that he hoped
this house would still be standing long
after he was gone and I am sure that
it will be.
It has given us great joy and we have
no intentions of moving any time soon.
Vale Paul Williams x
Terese Kenneally
North Warrandyte

Melbourne...On top, on top!

#11174

Does your Roof
need Attention?

#530717

Residential roof report & quotation on:
Cement & Terracotta Tile Restorations.
High pressure cleaning Rebed & repoint
Seal & colour reserfacing

All work guaranteed - Fully insured - Pensioner/Senior discount
‘FREE
OZ VENT’
*conditions apply

9897 1688

Our promise is you will be delighted

Est’d 1982

Committed to caring
for all family pets

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

Carter
Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to your
design or mine

Licensed Roof Plumbers
• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

0418 357 282
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Shining a light
By TRACEY MAILE
WARRANDY TE PRIMARY School
Grade 4 student, Bridie, recently
took her science inquiry into light
to a completely different level by
constructing a model of a lighthouse
and writing a poem to go along with it.
Showing that an integrated unit of
study can inspire students across the
school curriculum, Bridie created her
lighthouse as an art submission this
term.
“I made the lighthouse because [our
Art teacher] Eliza said we could make
any project we liked, as long as it had
something to do with light,” she said.
Bridie explained how after studying
light in Term 2, she was happy to be
able to combine her passion for both
art and science.
“Both subjects make me feel creative
because I like making things and
experimenting.
“Our teachers want us to question and
to make discoveries.
“I always have a lot of ideas because I
get to work with 3D objects.”
Bridie explained the process of
creating the lighthouse.
“I made Paper-Mache rocks for the
base and then got a large piece of thick
cardboard and rolled it into a cylinder.
“I had to ask my little brother to eat
two whole cans of peaches so that I
could use one to put the string of lights
into and the other to place on top for
the roof.
“I then used a very sharp pen knife to
cut windows into the top of the cylinder
so that you could see the lights.
“At the bottom of the lower peach
container, I cut a hole to thread the
string down the cylinder to where I had
stuck the battery pack.
“There was some problem solving
involved because I couldn’t get to the
batteries to replace them so I [had to]

cut a hole into the bottom of the rocks
so I could get to the batteries, then I
painted everything.
“I did the whole project by myself —
apart from eating the peaches.
“When I was looking on Google
photos about lighthouses, I discovered
that the light inside the lighthouse has
to be really powerful so that the ships
can see it from a long distance.
“It has to shoot the light out a long
way at night to stop the ships coming
too close to land.
“The real job of a lighthouse is keeping

the people on the ships safe so that they
can come home to the people who love
them.”
Bridie’s poem Lighthouse in the Night
has been included with this story and is
printed below:
The light shines bright
It guides the ships
throughout the night
Sailors wave with
happiness and glee
Now you are back home
Safe with me
By Bridie, age 9

Storytime success
BY AMANDA CALLAWAY
THE RECENT launch of the Online
Storytime program at Anderson’s Creek
Primary School, was a great success.
The program was designed to
introduce kinder-age students to the
new school environment and allow
them to meet some of the teachers.
The Storytime session included a tour
of the Foundation (Prep) classroom
and a singalong with School Principal,
Sue Dyos playing her guitar.
Ms Dyos said she was happy with the
response from participating families.
“It was wonderful to see so many
families participating online and the
enthusiasm from the children was
delightful,” she said.
The children also enjoyed a story,
joining in with the actions, with
Foundation teacher and coordinator
Anna Verga.
The highlight of the afternoon was

being able to make a dinosaur from a
paper plate and some coloured paper.
Ms Verga led an activity which
encouraged the children to work with
simple 2D shapes and develop their
fine motor skills through cutting with
scissors.
“It was fantastic to see the children
engaging with the activity and some
even modified their dinosaur to show
off their creative flair,” Ms Verga said.
School Council President, Jimmy
Harris, said the feedback from Online
Storytime has prompted them to
schedule additional sessions.
With the final session taking place
this Friday, September 11, at 2:30pm.
The sessions run for approximately
30 minutes.
Interested families are encouraged
to contact the school on 9844 2757,
to register and obtain the link to the
online sessions.

YEAR 7 2022
Academic and General Excellence

APPLY NOW
billanook.vic.edu.au/scholarship-information
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Keeping spirits high
BY AMANDA CALLAWAY
M E E T T H E Sp e c i a l i s t t e a m at
Anderson’s Creek Primary School
(ACPS).
Physical Education teacher and
Specialist Team Leader, Ms Meredith
Thornton, Performing Arts teacher
Ms Natika Jenes, Visual Art teacher
Ms Julie Clarke and Italian teacher Ms
Ginevra De Benedetti (pictured right).
These women are the “Fabulous
Four”, bringing a balance of good
health and creative stimulation to
students in remote learning.
The specialist team have designed a
rotating meeting schedule, via video
call, so that they have the chance to
meet with each class from Foundation
to Grade 6.
Ms Thornton said: “It is a great
opportunity for students to share what
they have been working on at home”.
“For example, the creative things
they may have made or built, what they
are doing to keep fit and active, what

Art class

Italian food they may have cooked or
what they’ve been up to musically.”
Ms Jenes said the students have
been engaged with the Performing
Arts program and have been enjoying
exploring elements of dance and
drama.
“They have also created music from
household objects such as buckets
and chopsticks for drums, rice-filled
containers for shakers, forks as a
triangle and cups filled with different
levels of water for pitch-based music,”
she said.
Ms Clarke said a highlight this term
has been the work our senior students
produced for International World
Elephant Day.
“To honour these magnificent
animals, students in Grades 5 and
6 drew an elephant and painted it
with Vegemite or shaded it with grey
lead, and the results were amazing,”
she said.
Ms De Benedetti said students

have shown creativity, resilience and
problem solving while doing their
work.
“BRAVI!
“It has also been lovely to see so many
parents helping their children doing
their Italian tasks and getting involved.
“I would like to thank the parents for
their strong support,” Ms De Benedetti
said.
The specialist team provide weekly
online lessons for each class.
Students’ work is celebrated by
sharing through video calls and
publishing samples in the school
newsletter.
The importance of an active lifestyle
and finding a creative outlet, is
especially important during this period
of isolation restrictions.
The program these teachers are
delivering has played an integral
part in maintaining a positive and
healthy outlook from students across
all grades.

PE class

Music class

Wish upon a Japanese star

LOOKING FOR THE

By TANYA BARLOW
WARRANWOOD Primary School students were inspired to make their own decorations
during remote learning to celebrate Japan’s Star Festival (Tanabata), after our students
received photos from their sister school in Japan, Lilyvale Primary.
Tanabata is a wonderful Japanese tradition celebrated by many Japanese people who
write their wishes, hopes and dreams on colourful strips of paper and then hang them from
a bamboo branch.
These tanzaku or strips of paper are hung together with other brightly coloured decorations
such as paper lanterns and paper chains.
Warranwood Primary School students wished for many things including pets, new toys
and money, but the most common wish from Warranwood students was a swift return to
school and an end to Coronavirus.

RIGHT SCHOOL?

Discover what Warrandyte
Primary School is all about...

growing young minds in
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Call 9844 3537
to speak with our Principal,

Mr Craig Crouch.
View our online transition series,

Stepping Stones

Italian class

here!

https://warrandyteps.vic.edu.au/enrol/
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The day we consume the planet
green edge
By CHARLOTTE STERRETT
WarrandyteCAN

EVERY YEAR, Earth Overshoot Day
marks the date when humanity’s
demand for ecological resources and
services surpasses what Earth can
regenerate in that year.
This year, even though COVID-19
has helped us reduce our collective
global ecological footprint, we still used
up more than the Earth’s sustainable
services and resources by August 22 —

with more than four months left in the
calendar year.
If we are to have a future, we
must change the system to support
sustainability.
We cannot fail.
We must #movethedate.
Just as a bank statement tracks income
against expenditure, to calculate
our ecological footprint, we need to
measure a population’s demand for
and ecosystems’ supply of resources
and services.
On the supply side, the Earth’s biocapacity represents its biologically
productive land and sea area, including
forest lands, grazing lands, cropland,
fishing grounds, and built-up land.
On the demand side, the Ecological
Footprint measures a population’s
demand for plant-based food and fibre
products, livestock and fish products,
timber and other forest products, space
for urban infrastructure, and forest to
absorb its carbon dioxide emissions.
1970 was the first year we used more
than one Earth, with 2020 marking the

year where we need 1.6 Earths to support
current human activity.
If all the world lived like Australia, we
would use up our Earth’s resources and
services by March 16.
This is not only incredible, but
unsustainable.
Solutions to #MoveTheDate
The past does not ne cessar ily
determine our future — our current
choices do.
Through sensible, future-looking
decisions, we can transform our
consumption-hungry system to one
that is carbon-neutral and sustainable.
We can do this by applying humanity’s
greatest strengths: foresight, innovation,
and care for each other.
The great news is this transformation
is not only technologically possible, it
is also economically beneficial and our
best chance for a safe and prosperous
future.
Here are three major areas where
solutions already exist: planet, energy
and food.
Planet: To have a healthy planet that

can support us now, and in the future, we
must reduce humanity’s demand on the
planet’s resources, as well as maintain
and restore what is left.
We can do this in three ways:
• conservation to protect and preserve
wild spaces, particularly biodiversity
hotspots;
• restoration of ecosystems such as
tropical forests and mangroves that
increase biodiversity, sequester
carbon and act as natural flood and
storm barriers;
• regenerative agriculture and
sustainable fishing to keep feeding
humanity while also maintaining
soil-productivity, groundwater levels,
and water cycles.
Energy: If we want to live up to the
commitment of the 2015 Paris Climate
Accord, our carbon footprint would have
to be zero before 2050.
This requires us to dump fossil fuels
and invest in a clean energy revolution.
Reducing the carbon footprint by 50
per cent would move the date of Earth
Overshoot Day by 93 days, or about

three months.
Food: Food is a powerful way to
influence sustainability because over
half of the Earth’s bio-capacity is used
to feed us.
If we source food locally, eat less meat,
avoid highly processed foods, prevent
losses of food and water, and choose
foods grown more sustainably, we could
move Earth Overshoot Day by 32 days.
Earth Overshoot Day is calculated
by Global Footprint Network
(GFN), an international research
organisation founded in 2003 with
the goal of advancing the science of
sustainability.
WCAN wishes to thank GFN for the
source material used in this article.
To learn more about solutions to
Earth Overshoot Day check out:
movethedate.overshootday.org
Charlotte Sterrett is a member
of local climate change action
group WarrandyteCAN.
If you’d like to become a climate
change hero, find them on Facebook:
at: facebook.com/warrandytecan.

Shifting perspective to make a difference
SOMETIMES in life, we get so caught up
in our own story, and how things should
be, and believe if everyone just agreed
and saw it from your perspective, the
world would be a better place.
Sure, that may satisfy the ego, desires,
and needs, but that is not possible all
the time, or even the best things for you
or others.
It is all about perspective, but why offer,
or even entertain, a new perspective?
Whether it is at home, at work, or in a
social situation, sometimes, people get
stuck in their story or viewpoint, and
cannot see a way out of it, and it causes
them stress, anxiety, frustration.
This is not helpful to them as it could
be affecting their mental, emotional and
physical wellbeing.
Perspective in family life
As a therapist, I was fortunate to work

with identical twins who both had issues
with their mother’s favouritism towards
the other, sibling jealousy.
One said “My mother never trusted
me, because she would put the clothes
on my bed to wear that day, but let my
sister choose whatever she wanted”.
The other twin said “My mother loved
my sister more, because she would do
special things for her like put out her
clothes for her on her bed, but I had to
choose my own”.
Did the mother love one more than
the other?
Perspective in business
Rory Sutherland, Vice Chairman of
Ogilvy works with a consulting practice
of psychology graduates who look for
“unseen opportunities” in consumer
behaviour.
Rory says, to find the sweet spot,
combine technology, psychology and
economics and look at them equally
and find the sweet spot that sits in the
middle.
Rory illustrates this with an analogy

By SUSAN FOREMAN
H U S S E Y S L A N E re s i d e n t L i s a
Williams’s dogs, Teddy and Tilly,
recently had nine puppies.
She told the Diary: “All puppies
found wonderful homes to go to in
early August”.
Three of the puppies went to local
homes in Warrandyte.
She said, “Tilly, a Labradoodle, was
a fantastic first time mum and locally
well-known golden retriever Teddy is
a proud dad”.
Lisa reported both Teddy and Tilly
have been escaping their home at
Husseys Lane recently.
Occasionally gone for 2–5 hours and
either coming home on their own or a
family search party finding them.
On August 25, the pair snuck away

again within minutes of being let out
of the house, jumping the fence and
digging their way out.
“After 1.5 hours missing and another
search party looking for them over
Warrandyte, a phone call from one of
the puppy’s owners, who said: ‘Teddy
and Tilly are on my doorstep’.
“Teddy and Tilly had travelled from
Husseys Lane 2.5km to Webb St to find
their puppies,” Lisa said.
Both Teddy and Tilly have never
been to the house where puppy “Blu”
and her brother “TJ” (short for Teddy
Junior) live.
“Both parents Teddy and Tilly were
so desperate to find their babies — and
their nose showed them the way — over
national parks, mines, roads, houses
and more,” Lisa said.

wellness
By MAREE ZIMNY

Love finds a way

about completing a course in antibiotics.
He says, in a bottle of 24 pills, make 18
white and six blue and tell them to only
take the blue ones after the white ones
are consumed.
This is called chunking and it increased
the likelihood of people taking them to
the end as it is easier to get to the end
when there is a milestone somewhere
in the middle.
Perspective for life
Seeing a situation from another
perspective can also guide you when
you are deciding whether or not to
intervene in a learning process.
A good example of this is the
metamorphosis process of a caterpillar
breaking out of its cocoon.
It may seem to be struggling and with
very little effort you could help it break
free — but is it the right thing to do?
If you chose help, you may interrupt
the inner and outer strength of the
caterpillar.
Then it will become dependent on you
or someone else.

The caterpillar must build its muscles,
and by beating on the cocoon, it is getting
blood to the wings and strengthening its
muscles so it can fly free at the right
time for it.
Learning to decipher, how and when
to offer help is vital for everyone and
everything.
Knowing when to offer support to
create some stability and empower the
person in the change to feel empowered
and recognise their real internal power
may be difficult but could also be the
best option.
If you are able to view the situation
from multiple perspectives, you are
more likely to make the best decision.
Perspective games
There are a number of games/exercises
you can play to help better understand
perspective and what drives decision
making processes.
Numbers game:
Sit opposite someone and on a piece
of paper draw the number 6.
Then ask the person directly opposite

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• SMSF Administration Advice & Other Services
• Accounting, Bookkeeping &
Small Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 • 0409 844 250 • info@johnroberts.com.au

JOHN ROBERTS
and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

Appointments Available — Ring 9844 4422 or
Book Online www.eyesonwarrandyte.com.au
Contact us for your next spectacles or contact lenses
Ask about our no gap options with extras cover

Opening hours: Tue, Thurs, Fri 10am–5pm, Sat 9am–1pm
Ph 9844 4422 warrandyte@eyeson.com.au
Goldfields Plaza Warrandyte
Experienced Optometrists Locally Owned and Run

you what number do they see.
They will see a 9, but you will see a 6,
who is right?
Internal thoughts exercise:
Take notice of your internal dialogue
and feelings and stress levels as you
actively imagine doing this exercise:
• Imagine a plank on the floor and
walk across it.
• Imagine the plank about two feet off
the ground on a trestle.
• Imagine the plank about 30 feet in
the air suspended by two buildings.
When we ask people to do things, ask
yourself, what is going on inside their
internal representation of the situation.
Be kind to people, they may not be
deliberately trying to avoid doing this,
and their feelings can be justified to
them.
By opening up their model of their
world with new insights, you are helping
people to build new coping strategies,
decrease judgement and make better
choices and decisions.
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A gardener’s guide to waiting
gardening
BY KATHY GARDINER
SOMETIMES we have to take time out,
to enjoy the sunshine and dream of
better days.
We need to come to terms with the
new way of life and loss of physical
contact with family and friends.
It is time to hug ourselves, and find
solace in home and hearth.
COVID is slowing us down and
forcing patience, forcing us to look at
our lives from a different aspect.
Teaching us to be compassionate.
We wait for warmer days, a cure and
Stage 4 restrictions to be eased.
We wait to meet our friends and
family again in the flesh and not via
Zoom or FaceTime.
We are learning new skills, reading
new books, spending special time with
the kids.
Time we may not have had before.
It is a waiting game, and it is also a
waiting game in the garden.
Spring has sprung
As spring quickly approaches
heralded with unfurling buds and
blooms… daffodils, jonquils and
camellias.
Freesias, daphne and clivias are
opening up and spilling their fragrance
and colour around the garden.
Orchids (that we vow we are going to
divide and repot next year) are peeking
through swollen buds.
Eastern Spinebills, pardalotes,
wrens, cockatoos, galahs, firetails, and
honeyeaters flit around the garden.
Darting flashing colour amongst the
vivid greens.
Who knew that spring in Warrandyte
in 2020 could be one with such tight
constraints yet such freedom as to be

confined within our 5km radius.
To be forced daily to exercise locally
and breath in the fresh air and see the
mighty Yarra surging over rocks and
through the tunnel.
It reminds us what is truly important.
O u r l o c a l Fa c e b o o k p a g e s ,
Warrandyte Nature and Warrandyte
Garden, are awash with hundreds of
pictures and videos of Warrandyte
gardens and the beauty of Warrandyte
walks.
Local flowers, fungus, birds, animals.
September is a month of wattles,
banksias, callistemons and
verburnums.
Feed your roses and fruit trees, they
should be budding up nicely by the
time you read this.
Remember that a lot of the local
nurseries have click and collect options
and delivery as well so you should
still be able to purchase plants for the
spring garden.
Seedlings, bulbs, seeds and tube
stock can also be bought online with
Garden Express, Australian Plants
Online, Lambley Nursery, Tesselaar, for
example, are all excellent suppliers of
quality plants — but please support the
local garden suppliers and nurseries
if you can.
They all have Facebook and web sites,
or you can always just give them a call.
Proteas
Proteas are in flower and they might
be something that you have not tried
growing before.
Warrandyte is an excellent area for
them, cold wet winters and hot dry
summers are the perfect conditions.
They do not mind poor soils, but they
must be well drained.
If you have clay soils, try planting
them in a mound to assist in the
draining.
They like an open sunny position and

mulch them after planting.
Water them in and keep the water up
to them in their first couple years and
then they should be fine.
They do not need fertilisers and you
should prune them after flowering to
keep the bush compact.
They are a beautiful addition to the
garden.
Even just one flower in a vase with
some gum leaves is stunning, or makes
a beautiful gift left in a letterbox.
Daphne
Perfume Princess is a new release
daphne to look out for.
One metre in height and width.
It is pest resistant and needs little
watering.
Perfect for containers or in a frost-free
spot with full sun or part shade.
They tolerate most soils but are
happiest in slightly acidic soils so
maybe somewhere near the chicken
coop.
Though it is always a good idea
to plant daphne near a window or
doorway or even under the clothes
lines so you can smell the beautiful
perfume on sunny days.
Food plants
There should be a hive of activity
in your spring vegetable bed as you
prepare it for planting in the coming
weeks.
September is a perfect time to plant
rhubarb, asparagus and potatoes.
Carrots, parsnips, snow peas,
zucchinis, pumpkins, lettuce, and soon
it will be time for tomatoes.
As they say, “gardening is better than
therapy — and you get tomatoes”.
I am determined this year, to have
hundreds of black bite sized tomatoes
to adorn my salads.
Or Yellow Pear which is aptly named
after its shape and colour.
Tomatoes will need full sun and if you

plant over the next couple of weeks you
will be eating tomatoes from summer
to autumn 2021.
About eight to 10 tomato plants will
produce enough tomatoes to bottle
up for your pasta sauces or to feed a
medium sized family.
Eggplant is something else to plant
now.
You might like to get some coriander,
dill or parsley seeds to sow in a pot with
good potting mix and have them on the
windowsill.
Wait until they are about 5cm high
before you plant them into bigger pots
or out into the herb garden.

The kids will love this activity and will
love seeing the seeds shoot.
And of course, September is the time
to weed, weed, weed… keep on top of it
or it becomes overwhelming.
It is a time to pitch the tent in the
garden, for fire pits, for looking at the
stars and wishing on rainbows.
So much to do so little... oh wait… so
much time to do it.
Waiting can be boring, but it can also
be a time filled with gardening and
family joy.
Remember: where flowers bloom so
does hope.

When does a casual drink become a problem?
mental health
By STEPHANIE FOXLEY
MCouns, MACA
BEING CONFINED in one space for
hours on end, seven days a week can
lead to people relaxing more often
of an evening with a glass of wine
or a beer; one or two drinks a week
easily becomes one or two every day,
sometimes more.
In some cases, having a drink can
become addictive.
While the majority of alcohol
programs are directed towards men,
women too can easily become addicted
to a drink.
I am not suggesting for a moment
that it is mostly men who fall foul of
alcoholism, but what I am saying is that
women often turn to alcohol to relieve
their stress and anxiety too.
Men drink for many reasons; often
socially, sometimes habitually, in some
cases to impress their friends, or if they
have already become dependent on it.
Women are somewhat different.
Having a drink for a woman can

also be social, but it can similarly be
an opportunity to drown her sorrows
and may be related to an underlying
psychological disfunction or trauma.
For men, research has shown, that
alcoholism can be a genetic thing but
less so for their female counterparts.
Dr Stephanie S. Covington wrote
in an journal article in 2000, Helping
Women Recover, that women do not
get the same kind of “relief” from a
drink or two as men do, and they can
be left with feeling symptoms of guilt or
shame after having had one too many.
In some cases, women might feel
despair or even fear that they could lose
their children if they were reported to
the authorities.
It is still culturally less acceptable for
women to consume large amounts of
alcohol compared with men.
It is particularly important to
acknowledge early on that a person
may no longer be in control of their
drinking habit, and to recognise that
they may in fact be in denial about it.
Taking the first step to seek help is
the hardest.
During this period of Stage 4
Lockdown, we, as a community, have
been pushed to our limits.

The casual drink has possibly become
the regular habit.
Another thought is, that women drink
to be accepted, that having a glass
or two can make them less fearful of
intimacy, giving them some sort of
“courage” to perform.
Sometimes a person will drink to
keep their partner company, giving
them a sense of “mutual enjoyment” so
that the couple can more openly share
their thoughts and feelings more freely.
This sharing can also create a form of
empathy with their partner enabling
them to feel more equal at a cognitive
level.
There are many reasons why men
and woman might turn to alcohol,
and often these are based around
relationships and family.
However, these past few months have
been extraordinary times.
Men and women alike have been
pushed to their limits.
Everyone has had to adjust to
enormous change, managing their
time around work (if they are still
employed), running a family, home
schooling, supporting their partner
if he/she has lost their job and finds
themselves stuck at home, a whole

range of new roles and restrictions have
come into play.
In addition to all these scenarios
comes another reason for people
turning to alcohol — trauma.
During this period of COVID-19
there has been a significant increase
in family violence.
According to an article written by
Jennifer Neil in the Australian Journal
of General Practice, under normal
circumstances nearly 24 per cent of
all women have reported being victims
of domestic violence at some point in
their life.
In times of crisis, these statistics are
set to increase dramatically.
During this pandemic there has
already been an increase in calls to
helplines.
Anyone who currently lives in a
domestic violence situation has been
subject to spending more time locked
indoors with their abuser.
These people are the most likely to
turn to alcohol or drugs and are also
at greater risk to be the recipients of
further abuse.
Loneliness is another cause of
alcohol abuse, and now more than
ever there are a lot of lonely people

Lawn Mowing And Whipper Snipping
Backyard Clean Up Services
Tree Pruning And Removal
Weeding And Mulching
Hedge Trimming
Property Maintenance
& Odd Jobs

0400 548 468

local reliable experienced

because they live by themselves, and
they are not allowed to visit friends or
have friends visit them.
If you know of someone who is at
risk, or might need help, reach out
to them.
If you have noticed that your friend
is drinking more frequently, mention
it to them.
Help is only a call away; it might be
a life saver.
Stephanie Foxley is a Warrandyte
counsellor offering online
counselling services. Medibank,
Bupa, Police Health Fund and
Doctor’s Health fund accredited.
Member of ACA and CCAA.
Mobile: 0407 921 122
Email:
newlifehealingspace@gmail.com
Coronavirus Health Information
Line: 1800 020 080
Alcoholics Anonymous Victoria:
(03) 9429 1833
Beyondblue Australia: 1300 22 4636
Lifeline: (Crisis Support) 13 11 14
Headspace: (12-25 years) 1800 650
890
Health and Human Services:
https://www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au

two birds
and a barrow

GARDENING

specialising in natural Australian gardens

Jake Clancy mob.
Qualified Arborist

0411 311 824
@clancysgardencare

0488 994 669

2birdsandabarrow@gmail.com
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For whom the bellbirds toll
nature

By GLENN JAMESON
THERE WAS once a time when
bellbirds were so synonymous with
the Yarra River around Warrandyte
that the village could have been named
after the bird, as was the popular
Australian television show that aired
in the 1960s and 1970s.
My first visit to Warrandyte was in the
summer of 1975.
After visiting Jack’s sister who lived
in a mud brick house with cathedral
ceilings somewhere near Professors
Hill, we went for a swim in the Yarra.
As we sat in the water’s edge the
tolling of explosive bell-like song of
the bellbirds (Manorina melanophrys,
aka Bell Miner), who were virtually
invisible in the thick r ipar ian
vegetation along the river, was so loud
that we had to leave the water before
they burst our eardrums.
Some years later as a resident of
Warrandyte, we would watch bellbirds
nest in a camellia bush up against the
lounge windows of the family home,
watching them feed their babies,
and as they raised their families, they
would in turn watch us do the same.
Bellbirds are colonial honeyeaters
in that they form large complex social
mobs, which aggressively defend
their chosen territory, in particular,
from small birds getting access to the
bellbirds chosen food — lerp.
Lerp is the protective covering of
insects called pysllids.
Lerp is a starch and sugary secretion
that is used to shield the psyllids from
predators.
The psyllids feed on eucalypt sap and
are host specific, which means that
each eucalypt species has a specific
specie of psyllids that feeds off it, which
in our case was either Yellow Box or
Red Box.
The bellbirds aggressive defence of
their lerp larder is so obsessive, that the
“farmed” psyllid build up population
numbers so much that the psyllids sapsucking causes tree health decline and
often death of the eucalypt tree that
they are feeding on.
The decline and death of the trees
usually causes the bellbirds to move on
and colonise another area of the forest.
When the bellbird mob moved from
my bushland garden, I was relieved as I
had lost a half dozen lovely Yellow Box
and Red Box due to their occupation.
However, Noisy Miners, also native

birds, moved in and soon showed that
they were far more territorially intent
than the bellbirds.
Up until 1993 I had recorded a range
of small birds in our bush garden
including; Superb Blue Wrens, Yellow
Robin, Spotted Pardalote, Whitebrowed Scrubwren, Red-browed
Finch, Brown Thornbill, Whiteeared Honeyeater, White-plumed
Honeyeater, Golden Whistler, Eastern
Spinebill, Silvereye, Grey Fantail, Willie
Wagtail, and Satin Flycatcher.
I have not observed any of these
birds in the garden since 1993 when
the Noisy Miners took possession of
our bush garden.
T h e b e l l b i rd s s i m p l y m ov e d
to another bushy garden or an
unoccupied area of bushland, where
they are at home in thicker vegetation
stands.
Noisy Miners take advantage of the
open design of our gardens where the
visibility makes the territory easy to
defend from interlopers.
Since Noisy Miners moved into
our bush garden, over 40 per cent of
the trees have died; assisted by the
long-term effects of the bellbirds, the
Millennium Drought, over grazing by
Brushtail Possums and psyllids, and
lack of eucalyptus regeneration.
Just after the awful tragedy of Black
Saturday, it was observed that bellbirds
were missing from their usual haunts.
I went and had a look at Jumping
Creek Reserve and Clifford Park and
confirmed that they were empty of
bellbirds.
A few small groups remained for a
little while in places like Minter Court,
but by and large, they completely
disappeared.
It appears that a mass migration had
occurred around the time of Black
Saturday, and I have not seen one
locally since.
Long-time bushland observer, Cathy
Willis offered the best explanation of
their mysterious disappearance, which
was one she got from an arborist.
They suggested that the intense
dryness of the Millennium Drought
affected landscape and, especially
the heat of the week prior to Black
Saturday, had killed off the psyllids
from the local eucalypts, there was no
food for them.
Where did the bellbirds go?
I asked around at the time and a
skilled birdwatching colleague had
noticed a new population build up on
the Yarra River in Hawthorn.
Another friend observed an increase
in bellbirds along the Merri Merri

Creek in Thornbury.
A n i n sig ht fro m a l o ng - te r m
birdwatcher was that the bellbirds
only came to Warrandyte in a mass
migration escaping from the 1939 fires
in the high country.
According to the late Bruce Bence’s
book Fire: The Story of a Community’s
Fight Against Fire (1989), Warrandyte
experienced fire in the Black Friday
1939 fires, but “due to its great speed
it left large areas untouched”, and
Park Orchards and Wonga Park were
unburnt.
So, there is a history of changing
territories locally, and inter-suburban
movement as well as bigger mass
migrations when fires made their
habitat untenable.
They made a canny decision to leave
Warrandyte during the Black Saturday
period, the fire was 20 minutes away
from Warrandyte when a wind change
pushed the fires away.
Joelle Gergis in her book – Sunburnt
Country: The History and Future of
Climate Change in Australia (2018) has
a warning: “[with Climate Change ] the

number of days above 35 degrees will
double, leading to harsher bushfire
weather conditions in areas like
Warrandyte and the Dandenongs”.
Will we follow the bellbirds out of this
beautiful stretch of the Yarra Valley?
Do not ask for whom the bellbirds
toll.
They toll for thee.

Bell Miner
Mike Prince from Bangalore, India
creativecommons
Noisy Miners in bath
By Mdk572 - Own work, CC BY-SA
3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.
org/w/index.php?curid=17707663

Spoonville comes to the Green Wedge
AROUND THE world, children in
locked down communities are literally
making new friends.
In an environment where simple
social connections which were “the
norm” six months ago are no longer
possible, and in an effort to combat
the impact Coronavirus is having
on mental health, communities

of spoons are appearing in front
yards, on roundabouts, and outside
Neighbourhood Houses.
Pictured below are scenes from
Spoonvilles in North Warrandyte and
Wonga Park.
Do you have a Spoonville near you?
Send your pictures to:
editor@warrandytediary.com.au.
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Achieving your goals after lockdown

fitness
By CHRIS SHARP
DURING ISOLATION, many good
habits and routines have changed or
completely gone out the window.
It has been tough for us all —
mentally and physically.
Most of us perform better with
structure and routine.
We have had to motivate ourselves
and train at home or in the open-air
where for many, walking or jogging
was the only option.
I know of many who just have not
exercised at all.
It is the first day of spring as I write
this.
The sun has shone all day and it is
time we set some health and fitness
goals so when summer is upon us, we
are looking and feeling fantastic.
I am going to discuss how to gently

reintroduce positive habits around
diet, exercise, sleep, and mental health.
We hope that restrictions will slowly
begin to ease and we can start to get
back to normal life — or a new version
of it, at least.
Maybe you have been enjoying
hibernating at home and are reluctant
to leave that bubble?
Or perhaps you are excited to get out
and about again.
Whichever category you fall into, it
is a good time to consider how you’ll
transition and the new routines you
will need to put in place.
If you have not been, start focusing
on exercise habits, a nutritious diet,
relaxing sleep routines and your
mental health.
Let me discuss how we can do this.
Nourish your body
If you have let your healthy eating
habits slip a bit during isolation, do
not worry – you’re not alone.
In the past few months, online food
and alcohol delivery services saw a
huge spike in demand.
Bring healthy foods into the house
again.
Fruits and vegetables rich in Vitamin
C, such as citrus fruits, kiwifruit,
strawberries, cauliflower, broccoli,
Brussels sprouts, and capsicum.
Oily fish, poultry, eggs, legumes,
nuts and seeds, and unsweetened
Greek yoghurt for nutrients, including
omega-3 fatty acids, zinc, Vitamin D
and protein.
Complex carbohydrates, such as
wholegrains and legumes.
These are great sources of fibre to
help your good gut bacteria flourish

so they can also work to keep up your
immune function.
In other words, stock up more on
fresh wholefoods from now on.
And keep packaged, processed foods
— for example, chips, chocolates,
biscuits, pastries, processed meats,
frozen pizzas, and pies — out of your
trolley, pantry, and fridge.
Get moving
I write about this all the time, as it is
so important.
COVID-19 has also meant the closure
of many gyms, yoga studios, health
clubs, swimming pools and other
sporting facilities.
So how can we gradually start to
build up our exercise routines again
after the COVID-19 slump, when
finding motivation to work out is a
struggle and it is still a bit cold outside?
Set yourself a challenge, Couch to
5k, or a 10,000 steps challenge with
your friends.
You could get a body scan.
There is one at Eastland Shopping
Centre and set yourself a goal to lose
a certain amount of bodyfat.
There are many different apps and
challenges available to help you
achieve your goals.
Virtual fun runs are another popular
one if the gyms are not open soon.
Prepping for workouts in advance
will also help ensure you stick to your
goals.
If you are a morning walker, lay out
warm clothes the night before.
The hardest part is lacing up your
runners and getting out the door.
Tell yourself you will walk for just
10 minutes; you will end up walking

longer, but it’ll get you up to do it.
Sleep better at night
Sleep is as important as a healthy diet
and exercise.
Anxiety and disruption to regular
routines may have knocked your
sleeping habits and morning routines
out of whack, making it difficult to
function normally when you are
awake.
But there is plenty you can do to get
things back on track.
The most important factor in getting
a good night’s sleep is to go to sleep
as close as possible to the same time
every day.
Ideally, we should aim for seven to
nine hours of sleep every night to allow
our bodies to rest and repair.
Your bedroom should be a safe
haven; keep it clean and tidy and use
it only for sleep and sex.
Avoid watching TV or looking at your
phone right before bed, as the blue
light from devices disturbs sleep.
Try to eat your evening meal at least
two hours before turning in for the
night and avoid alcohol and caffeine.
Alcohol can make you sleepy initially,
but the sugar content can wake you up
again and make it hard to get back to
sleep.
Doing breathing exercises, practicing
yoga, meditating, reading a book or
listening to soft music can help you
switch off and relax before bed.
Magnesium and melatonin (which
will soon be available over the counter)
can also help.
Speak to your Doctor to get the
correct dose.

Protect your mental health
Although many of us have spent
weeks dreaming about the day things
go “back to normal”, remember that
getting back to normality might not be
all smooth sailing.
It is vital for us to take it slow and
protect our mental health.
The pandemic has been a shock to
us all, so we need to take it slow and
steady.
Simple things, such as grocery
shopping, driving a car or spending
time with friends, might feel strange as
you move into your post-lockdown life,
rebuilding relationships slowly and
spending time with family and friends.
We must support one another.
Remember, too, that this is a great
opportunity to rebuild your life the
way you want.
Take some time to think about
whether the lockdown experience
could help you make positive changes
going forward.
For example, have your life goals
changed?
Have you realised you want to work
less, exercise more and spend more
time with friends and family?
Make a list of new habits you would
like to embrace and start implementing
them one by one.
It has been a life-changing experience
for many of us.
I know it has been for me.
Set those goals and make them
happen.
Chris Sharp runs rivvaPT out of
Advance Fitness Gym Doncaster
East. 0419 553 058

Bloods see change at the top end
By JOSH HUNTLEY
WARRANDYTE Football Club is on
the hunt for a new Senior Coach and
President after Anthony McGregor
and Jason Smith parted ways with the
Bloods.
McGregor joined the club in 2018,
and last season guided the senior
side to their first finals series since
the premiership winning year back
in 2015.
He took the side from 11th to 3rd and
an 11–7 record in the space of a season.
The club released a statement on his
departure on August 7:
“The Warrandyte Football Club
would like to formally announce

that it will be seeking applicants
for the senior coaching role for the
2021 season and beyond.
We are most appreciative of, and
would like to thank, Anthony for all
his hard work since joining to the
club in 2018 and we wish him well
with his future endeavours.
The club will now start the process
of finding a suitable replacement to
guide our talented playing group.”
The decision to re-open the senior
coaching role has seen a task force
made up of committee members and
senior players begin the search for
Warrandyte’s next coach.
Just four days after McGregor’s

departure, first-year President Jason
Smith stepped down from his role, with
a statement from the club committee
outlining the reasons for his departure.
“The committee of the WFC
regretfully announces that Jason
Smith has stepped down as Club
President with immediate effect.
The role of the Club President is a
pivotal one.
Jason had been reflecting on
his position and felt that he no
longer had the energy or capacity
with his business and personal
commitments to fully commit to
the role.
That being the case he has made the

difficult decision to resign.
The committee of the WFC would
like to extend our sincere thanks to
Jason for the work he has put into
the role since his appointment.”
The Reserves and U19s roles remain
unchanged, with the club announcing
that Wayne Dalton and Clint Wheatley
have been re-appointed respectfully.
Dalton joined the club this season
after previously coaching at Scoresby
Football Club, while Wheatley moved
from the Reserves role into the U19s
role to take charge of the young Bloods
coming through the ranks.
Wheatley coached the U19s to their
last flag in 2015.

Hello yellow! Banana runner goes ‘round the bend
By JAMES POYNER
CREATIVITY during COVID will be
one of the positives we all take away
from 2020.
One of our local runners has this
in spades.
During Lockdown 1.0 in April, North
Warrandyte resident Michelle Chan
joined the ranks of scores of runners
from around the world who had seen
the challenge of quarantine and
isolation as a chance to do something
different, and run an ultra-marathon
around her property.

Stage 4 Lockdown has brought
a different set of challenges to the
running community, and in an effort
to keep spirits up, and a smile on
everyones’ face, Michelle recently
donned her running gear, facemask
and banana costume for her earlymorning 60-minute run around
Warrandyte.
Exercise is an important part of
staying healthy during Stage 4, what
have you done to keep your exercise
routine interesting?
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